
Hello, and welcome to the Official Walkthrough for A Mother's Love. A game created by OrbOrign. 
 Thank you for taking the time to play and view our game, it means a lot. 

In this walkthrough we'll guide you through the majority of the choices in the game which has 
slight or major impact on the storyline 
Some scenes and choices are not labeled as it is straightforward understandable and linear. 

How does the Walkthrough works?  
 - (Decision In-game) / (Effects From The Made Decisions) 
 * * * (Routes on Storyline or Character Mood) 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Prologue 
Game begins as you are mastubating to Nicole without her knowing. 
When interacting with the ad there are three choices to choose from that will benefit Nicole's 
dress later on. 
 - Pink / Loving Dress 
 - Red / Sexy Dress  

 - Loving Partner / Loving Dress 
 - Seductive Partner / Sexy Dress 

 - Keep Her Bra / Loving Dress 
 - Keep Her Panty / Sexy Dress 

Before the ad disappears it'll ask for your name, the MC (Main Character). 
Leave blank if you wish for the default name, Mark. 

Chloe comes out to ask your opinion upon her dress 
 - Compliment Her Outfit / Possible sex 

If having sex with Chloe, you also have the option to do her Rough Or Gentle. 
 - Go Gentle / Happy Chloe 
 - Go Rough / Upset Chloe 

After leaving Chloe's bedroom there will be a quick mini game then, you'll witness the scene of 
Nicole masturbating from the earlier flash forward scene. 
 - Jerk Off / Gain 2 point for Corrupting Nicole and more masturbation scenes 

That night, you'll have your first wet dream about Nicole. 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: One 
At school, you'll meet Marilyn, the Psychic friend and Mr.Beeman, your History teacher. 
 - Defend Marilyn / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
 - Agree / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 

Dialogues will be different depending on how you choose your answers but it won't affect the 
story. 
 - Be Truthful / Chloe will less become suspicious of you 
 - Lie / Chloe will become more suspicious of you 
 - Mention Her Health / This is only available if you've gone "Rough" with Chloe the 
night before.  Chloe will become more suspicious of you 

Beeman begins to lecture the class about the Cival War. 
 - Go To Sleep / Another wet dream with Nicole and gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Listen To The Lecture / Learn facts about the Civil War and minus 1 point for 
Corrupting Nicole 

When going to the Heavens family for dinner, Chloe will inform you some basic knowledge about 
her father and his company. 
 - Link Your Arms Together / John will notice the skinship resulting to dialogues 
differences 
 - Stand Separately / John will not be alerted with the skinship and you'll gain 1 point 
from John 

 - Pleased To Finally Meet You, Mr.Haven / Will result in disappointment and John calling 
you 'Young Man' 
 - Pleased To Finally Meet You, Mr.Heavens / Get 1 point from John and he'll call you 
'Young [name input] 



 - Pleased To Finally Meet You, John / Will result in GAME OVER 
 - Pleased To Finally Meet You, Mr.Havens / Will result in disappointment and John 
calling you 'Young Man' 

Sitting at the dinner table, you're able to vividly see/imagine how Nicole looks like with her 
sleepwear on as she moves around the kitchen.  
 - Side With Chloe's Mother / Result in future dialogue differences and minus 1 point for 
Corrupting Nicole 
 - Side With Chloe's Father / Result in future dialogue differences and gain 1 point for 
Corrupting Nicole 

As you all wait for dinner to be served, John will question you about your hobbies. 
 - Mention Your Gaming / Result in dialogue differences 
 - Mention History / Get 1 point from John 

Upon knowing your interest in Social studies John will question your knowledge upon American 
History. 
Answer correctly and it'll help you earn John Points 
 - American Civil War / Gain 1 John Point 

 - To End Slavery / Gain 1 John Point 

John leaves due to a message from his company.  
If you're able to win John's heart that night, he will promise you another dinner to a 
steakhouse.  
If not, he leaves without promising anything. 

After dinner, you're approached by Nicole at the living room. 
She speaks that she wants you to leave her daughter and continues to bribe her way through you. 
Make sure to decline her all the way. 
 - Tell The Bathroom Incident / You'll get a scene later on in the Bowling Alley where 
she fingers herself as you jerk off to her & gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Avoid The Question / No Bowling Bathroom Scene (Nicole Fingering Herself)  

 - Perform Strip Tease / Form a deal with Nicole 
 - Perform Sex / Game Over 

Chloe will enter the living room as you finish with Nicole and as her mom leaves, Chloe grow 
curiosity to what you both were talking about. 
 - Your Dad's Line Of Work / REMEMBER which white lie you've CHOSEN as it'll result in 
later storyline 
 - My Future Goals / REMEMBER which white lie you've CHOSEN as it'll result in later 
story line

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Two 
You approach Nicole's home after school like how she wanted. 
 - Disagree / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Agree / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

 - Mark Her Turn Around / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Let Her Alone / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

 - Pursue Further / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
  - Press On Further / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Fall Back / Reduce 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
After watching Nicole showcase her undergarments, you surprised her by saying you're going to 
want more than today to be satisfied. 
 - Agree With Every Other Day / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and future 
dialogues/story difference 
 - Disagree With Every Other Day / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and future 
dialogues/story difference 

After releasing yourself you received a text message from Chloe. 
 - Accept Her Date / Future dialogue will be different and there will be Bowling Date 
 - Decline Her Date / Gain 1 Point of Avoiding Chloe and no Bowling Date 

Nicole will be heard having troubles with her oven. 
 - Offer Her A Hand / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Leave / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

Leaving the house, you're spotted by Marilyn who seems to be spying on you and Nicole this whole 
time.



You learn that Marilyn is gifted with strange psychic powers. 
And by learning the fact that you're having this deal with Nicole, Marilyn forces you into her 
place. 
At Marilyn's place, she introduces you to her other 'Self' as she play games and interact with 
people through a live cam show 
 - More Weird Friends? / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
 - How Different? / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 

Returning home, if you decline Chloe's bowling date earlier that day then she'll pay you a 
visit. 
 - Send Her Home / Gain 2 points for Avoiding Chloe  
 - Stay With Me / By letting her stay with you for the night you'll lose the chance to 
join Marilyn's night live cam show 
 - Get Sexual / Recieve Blowjob act from Chloe 
  - Imagine Nicole / Gain 3 points for Corrupting Nicole 

Later into the night if Chloe goes home you will get a notification to watch Marilyn's live. 
 - Go To Sleep / Lose future interaction with Marilyn revolving her live show 
 - Watch The Live / Won't lose future interaction with Marilyn revolving her live show 

When gone to sleep, another wet dream of Nicole will occur 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Three 
Waking up in the morning, depending on your previous actions, dialogues will be different 
regarding to get the 2nd Nicole Payment. 

Arriving at Nicole's place you will find her working on her lawn 
 - Grab Her Ass Cheeks / Only available if you have more than 8 points for Corrupting 
Nicole 

Fixing Nicole's oven will exist if you decline Chloe's Bowling date and agree with having the 
payment every other day 
But if the date exist then you'll use the date as a way to find leverage into getting a payment 
Once Nicole gives into your temptation, you'll choose between fondling her shoulders/arms or 
grope her naked breast 
 - Grab Her Boobs / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Just Stick To Her Arms / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
Either actions will lead into you pressing your erected penis against her upper rear where you 
will mark your first fluids onto her body 

If you accepted Chloe's bowling date, you will get a call from her after exiting from the 2nd 
Nicole Payment  
 - Stick To The Deal / Bowling Date will not exist 
 - Go Behind Your Words / Bowling Date will exist, you'll lose the chance to be part of 
Marilyn's Live Cam and, no Public Bathroom Nicole Payment 

 * * * (Bowling Date Exist) 
   - Go Easy On Her / Chloe wins the Bowling round 
   - Go Hard On Her / Chloe loses the Bowling round 
   
  After Beeman leaves you will notice that Nicole is also at the Bowling Alley. 
  Making sure that Chloe doesn't realize what's going on between you and her 
mother, you work things out with Nicole as she agrees to have a talk in private. 
  In the public bathroom you tempt her again for an additional payment to leave 
Chloe. 
   - Force Eye Contact / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
   - Leave Her Alone / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
  
   - Ask To Grope / Dialogue differences if previously during the 2nd 
payment you've groped her breast or not 
   - Just Grope Her/ Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

  After having fun and teasing Nicole while groping her, you'll then ask her to 
completely get bare naked in front of you 
   - Mention Chloe / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

   - Jerk Off Infront Of Her / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and 
Nicole will finger herself if you've told her that you've seen her masturbate (Day 1) 
    - Grab Her Hands / Nicole Jerks you off and it'll affect small 
dialogue differences in the future 
    - Don't Risk It / Nicole doesn't jerks your off and it'll affect 
small dialogue differences in the future 



   - End It / You'll lose the scene of Nicole jerking you off OR Nicole 
fingering herself as you jerk off. Minus 2 points for Corrupting Nicole 

 * * * (Bowling Date DOESN'T Exist/ Marilyn 2nd house Visit) 
  Refusing or declining Chloe's Bowling date will make you spend your afternoon 
with Marilyn 
   - Ignore Her / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
   - Greet Her / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
  As she forces you to her place she invites you to be part of her Live cam show 
  By activating this scene you've gained a massive trust with Marilyn which leads 
into many future interactions with her  

You will then return home either from Marilyn's or the Bowling Alley and receive a phone call 
from Chloe
Depending on what you've done previously (Marilyn or Bowling Alley) the dialogues from Chloe 
will be slightly different 
The only main difference is that if you came from the Bowling Alley then you can choose to 
ignore Chloe's call 
However, if you choose to pick up the phone (Or if you automatically picks the phone up) 
Remember your choice when you told Chloe about what you and Nicole discuss about (Day 1) 
 - Your Dad's Line Of Work / If answered incorrectly according to your answer in Day 1 
then Chloe will be mad 
 - My Future Plans / If answered incorrectly according to your answer in Day 1 then Chloe 
will be mad 

If answered correctly, then you'll have a higher chance of Chloe not cheating and she'll remain 
happy
 - Decline / Get the chance to see Nicole Shower in the following day 
 - Accept / No chance of seeing Nicole taking a shower in the following day 

Once the conversation with Chloe ends, there will be a scene from Nicole's perspective 
Depending on what you've done with her throughout the day, her dialogues will be different 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Four 
Another wet dream of Nicole occurs but this time Marilyn intervenes with your dream. 

Upon reaching at Nicole's place, it appears that the door is unlocked and slightly ajar. 
 - Ring The Doorbell / You'll lose the chance to see Nicole taking a shower but you'll 
see her opening the door with only her bath towel 
 - Enter / You'll lose the chance to see Nicole opening the door with only her bath towel 
but you'll see her taking a shower 

To get Nicole to remove her bath towel and there's Two different way to unlock this scene 
 A) Ignore Chloe's phone call (Day 3 - After the Bowling Date) 
 B) Answer her doubt correctly and declining Chloe's time to study (Day 3) 
  
 If unlocked this scene, Chloe will intervene as you're about to get your payment from 
Nicole. 
 When Chloe comes into her room, she'll either get upset or be happy to see you depending 
on how much you've avoided her. 
 Need less than 2 ChloeAvoidPoints To Be Safe or else she'll be mad and cheat on you with 
Mr.Beeman (Future NTR). 

If Chloe was upset from last night phone call or if you agree to study with her (Day 3) then 
you'll be brought to her room after talking with Nicole 
Depending on which reason it is, dialogues will be different  

Meanwhile, another perspective from Nicole will occur as she touches herself. 
Dialogues will be different depending on how you approached Nicole either from seeing her 
shower, opening the door with only her bath towel or, from making her remove her bath towel 

Return back to MC perspective, if Chloe is happy then you two have been studying.  
If Chloe is unhappy then she'll end up forcing you to leave her home 

Upon reaching downstairs, you'll notice Nicole sleeping on the couch 
 - Take Advantage / Taking advantage of her body will cost no effect however depending on 
what body part you played with will affect the dialogue 
  - Slide Your Cock In / This option is only available if your points for 
Corrupting Nicole is HIGHER than twelve 
 - Wake Her Up / Slight dialogue differences 

When Nicole awakes you will obtain your 3rd payment. 



Doesn't matter from receiving a blowjob or titjob, Nicole will receive unexpected oral cumshot  

After the payment, if Chloe is happy with you, you'll return back to her room.  
If unhappy then you'll leave the household and if you visit Marilyn's house the 2nd time (Day 3) 
then she'll give you a call to come visit her 
 - Go Over / Will affect Chloe later on 
 - Don't Go Over / Future dialogue difference 

Another Nicole perspective as she swallows your cum secretly in the bathroom 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Five ( Start Of Part 2) 
The next day it begins at school as you're mentally preparing for the College Entrance Exams. 
Depending on your relationship with Chloe (Happy or Unhappy) the dialogue between you and her 
will be different 

If you visited Marilyn's place yesterday, she will bring that up causing Unhappy Chloe to be 
even more upset 

After the first segment of the exams there will be two route to follow by 
Happy Chloe will invite you to accompany her to convenience store while Unhappy Chloe will leave 
you alone making you go to Nicole for a 4rth Payment 
 * * * (Happy Chloe) 
  - Accompany Her / Take Chloe to the store 
  - Leave First / Gain 2 points for avoiding Chloe and the 4rth payment will be at 
Nicole's place 

  While looking for stuff to buy, you're approach by Nicole and she demands you to 
leave the area 
   - Continue To Stay / This option will only be available if you have more 
than 12 points of Corrupting Nicole 
     Gain 2 points for Corrupting Nicole 
     Your 4rth payment will be at the store 
   - Leave / You'll come back later at their house for your 4rth payment 
   
 * * * (Unhappy Chloe / 4rth Payment At Nicole's Home) 
  While Chloe is away you move to her house to see Nicole 
  Your approach into getting your 4rth payment will be different depending if you 
agree or disagree on having the payment everyday. 
  If agree into every other day then you'll lie about your missing phone and 
attack Nicole from behind when she least expected 
  if disagree into every other day then she'll easily let you do your thing to her 

   - Grab Her / This option only exist if you disagree with every other day 
payment 
   - Pull Down Her Pants / This option only exist if you disagree with 
every other day payment 

   - Fine...But! / Get Blowjob scene 
    - Not Yet Mrs.Heavens / Get Assjob scene 

After getting your 4rth payment either from the store and at Nicole's house, Marilyn will show 
up to see you 
If you have a solid trusting relationship with Marilyn, she'll invite you over to her house for 
another live.  
If not, she won't invite you over and you won't learn that she's a lesbian 
 * * * (Marilyn's House) 
  - Be Nosy / You'll learn that Marilyn is a lesbian 
  - Drop It / You'll lose your chance to learn that Marilyn's a lesbian 

At the end of any conversation with Marilyn (From Her Place Or Outside Of Nicole's Place) 
Marilyn will try to warn you that she saw Mr.Beeman and Chloe together 
Chloe has to be unhappy or when you decline to accompany her to the store for Marilyn to warn 
you about this 

At home, you're resting and from here depending on your relationship with Chloe there are two 
routes to take 
 * * * (Happy Chloe) 
  After a wet dream of Nicole you're awaken by Chloe 
  If Marilyn warned you about Chloe and Beeman then the dialogue from her visit 
will be different 
   
  After the conversation, Chloe will offer her service to you as a way to help you 



relax
   - Get Sexual / Chloe will proceed to give you a blowjob. This will 
secure NO NTR route 
    - Continue / Chloe will continue with the blowjob 
    - Have Sex / You'll have the choice to go rough or gentle with 
Chloe as you have sex with her 
   - Reject Her / Gain 1 point for avoiding Chloe and possible NTR of Chloe 
and Beeman

 * * * (Unhappy Chloe) 
  - Call Her / Chloe will agree to meet you at the park and will no longer be 
unhappy (Will safely secure NO NTR Scenes)  
  - Don't Call / This will result in Chloe Cheating on you (Will Get Future NTR) 

After the events with Chloe, another scene of Nicole perspective occurs as she laundry her dirty 
clothes 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Six 
Day begins in class as you're finishing the last segment of the exams and as usual depending on 
your relationship with Chloe things will be  

!!!!! VERY IMPORTANT !!!! 
This is the moment where Chloe will cheat or not cheat one you. It's a bit tricky to explain but 
hope this will be understandable 
There is only TWO ways for Chloe to cheat on you which unlocks the NTR route of the game 
 A) If the points of Avoiding Chloe is more than 3 points AND you've rejected her sexual 
offer (Day Five) then she'll decline your date offer and cheat on you 
 B) Chloe is Unhappy since Day Four and you haven't gave in enough effort to try and fix 
the miscommunication with you and Chloe (Day Five) 
Straightly forward, if you pass this scene without Chloe cheating on you then you don't have to 
worry about Beeman at all 

 * * * (No NTR)  
  Chloe will accept your proposal to her house to make smoothies 

  After spending time with Chloe, she falls back into her home and Nicole returns 
home and notice you outside her house 
  Dialogues will be different when approaching the topic of the 5th payment 
   - Hold Her By The Wrist / If your corrupting points for Nicole is lower 
than 8 then Nicole will accept you to grab onto her wrist.  
     Minus 2 points for Corrupting Nicole 
     However, if your points for Corrupting Nicole is higher 
than 8, she'll reject your effort 
     Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
  Initiate 5th payment from Nicole in her garage 
   - Lick Her Pussy / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

   - Make Her Cum / The action of making her cum will repeat in Day Seven 
during the Steakhouse 
   - Don't Make Her Cum / The action of making her NOT cum will repeat in 
Day Seven during the Steakhouse 
      Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
  
  When returned home, Marilyn will be in your room waiting for you 

 * * * (NTR) 
  Dialogue differences will occur depending on your relationship with Chloe and if 
you've listen to Marilyn's warning 
  Upon coming back to retrieve your forgotten items, you've noticed Chloe and 
Beeman having a private talk in the classroom 
    
   - Continue To Watch / You'll witness Chloe cheating on you with 
Mr.Beeman which unlocks a secret scene where you penetrate Nicole 
   - Leave / You won't witness the actual scene of Chloe cheating but 
you'll lose the chance to unlock a scene where you penetrate Nicole in the garage 
  
  After leaving the scene you'll run into Marilyn where she encourages you to go 
see Nicole while everyone is busy 
   - Thank Her / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
   - Question Her Kindness / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
  Upon reaching at Nicole's house, she also returns home and confront your 
ambitions for the payments 



   - Get Your Payment / You'll lose the chance to see Chloe and Beeman at 
the bowling alley but you'll get your 5th payment 
     - Hold Her By The Wrist / If your corrupting points for 
Nicole is lower than 8 then Nicole will accept you to grab onto her wrist.  
     Minus 2 points for Corrupting Nicole 
     However, if your points for Corrupting Nicole is higher 
than 8, she'll reject your effort 
     Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

    Initiate 5th payment from Nicole in her garage 
     - Lick Her Pussy / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

     - Make Her Cum / The action of making her cum will 
repeat in Day Seven during the Steakhouse.  
     - Don't Make Her Cum / The action of making her NOT cum 
will repeat in Day Seven during the Steakhouse 
        Gain 1 point for Corrupting 
Nicole 

     - Get Rough/Think About Beeman & Chloe / You'll 
forcefully penetrate Nicole and this will change some future dialogue differences 
     - Cum Inside / You'll either cum down her throat or 
creampie her if you penetrate Nicole  

   - Go Elsewhere / You'll lose the 5th payment but you'll be able to see 
meet Chloe and Beeman at the bowling alley 
    You'll notice Chloe and Mr.Beeman enjoying themselves at the 
arcade section 
     * * * (Happy Chloe) 
      Chloe will pick up your phone call as you call 
her 
       - Look Behind You / Chloe and Mr.Beeman 
will be alerted and an argument/fighting with Mr.Beeman will occur 
       - Look After Yourself / Chloe and 
Mr.Beeman will have no idea you've seen them together & no argument/fighting 
     * * * (Unhappy Chloe) 
      Chloe will not pick up your phone call and 
you'll automatically go up to confront them 

    If you've alerted Chloe and Mr.Beeman, you'll return home with 
Marilyn 
    If you didn't, Marilyn will be at your place waiting for you to 
return 

The conversation between you and Marilyn will be different depending on what route you've just 
come from (No NTR / NTR)  
 - Give Up On Chloe / Only exist if NTR route exist and this will make you lose your 
relationship with Chloe and the end of Day 7 
 - Don't Give Up On Chloe / Only exist if NTR route exist and this will maintain your 
relationship with Chloe and the end of Day 7 

Marilyn leaves after sharing another vision with her and the day comes to an end 

!!!!! IMPORTANT !!!! 
If you manage to impress John during your first meet (Day 1) you will be invited to a family 
dinner in a steakhouse 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Seven 
Next morning you receive your exams results and another item if John invited you to the 
steakhouse
The other item is a dress given from the app and depending on what your choices were the dress 
can be a sexy dress or a loving dress (Day Prologue)  

Chloe comes and visits you and like usual, the relationship with Chloe will determine the 
dialogues 

If the day before (Day Six) you confront them at the Bowling alley then Chloe will slap you as 
she comes into your room 
 - Put Chloe On Blast / Chloe and Mr.Beeman will be well aware that you know their 
affair. This secure a breakup with Chloe 
 - Admit Defeat / Chloe and Mr.Beeman will not be aware of you knowing their secret 
   



Anything else Chloe will communicate on a decent level with you 
Dialogues will be different depending on the relationship and if you've seen her cheated and not 
alerted them previously (Day Six) 

 * * * (Invited To Steakhouse ) 
  If invited to the steakhouse, Chloe will ask you to keep quiet about her test 
results until dinner 
  When Chloe leaves, you'll give Nicole a call to meet up at a cafe 
   - Are You Free This Afternoon? / Recommended to use this one last as 
this option will progress the story 
   
  At the cafe Nicole wears the dress you bought for her and you made her sent 
pictures of her trying on the dress 
   - Request More Sexier Photo / This will only exist if your points for 
corrupting Nicole is higher than 15 points 

   - Go To The Dressing Room / Get to scene a view of Nicole's bare naked 
back 
    - Enter / Grope Nicole's naked breast from behind and 
blackmailing her to wear your dress to the steakhouse dinner 
   - Leave First / Slight dialogue differences if leave first 

  At the steakhouse the conversation between everyone (Nicole, John, Chloe) Will 
be different regarding to your relationship with everyone 

   - Help Nicole / Defending her, Nicole will remember that you've helped 
her.  Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
   - Stay Quiet / You didn't defend her  

  After the attention from you shift over to Chloe, She will reveal her test 
results to her parents 
   - Initiate Nicole Payment / This will only exist if you've penetrate 
Nicole in the garage (Day Six) also this will give you a bonus neck sucking later on 
      Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
   - Remain Calm / This will remove you scene where you're sucking on 
Nicole's neck 
   
  After teasing her enough or the conversation comes to an end, Nicole will excuse 
herself to the bathroom 
  You follow after her and lead her into a different room 
  
  Meanwhile, John and Chloe will have a private personal talk about her 
relationship 
  The talk will be different according to your previously actions and relationship 
with Chloe
   If Chloe doesn't mention her friend Sally then you have the best 
relationship with her 
   
  Cut back into you, you're receiving your 6th payment from Nicole 
  If you previously played with her under the table in front of her family, you'll 
be nibbling on her neck and she asks you to not leave a mark 
  if you didn't play with her, you'll press Nicole towards the wall 

  According to your actions with Nicole in the garage (Day Six) you'll make her 
cum or not cum again 
   - Make Her Cum / This option will only exist if you didn't receive your 
5th payment (Day Six) 
   - Don't Make Her Cum / This option will only exist if you didn't receive 
your 5th payment (Day Six) 
   
  The dinner ended with John asking you to take Nicole and Chloe back home and at 
their home Chloe wants to talk with you 

 * * * (No Steakhouse) 
  The day continues like normal and you return home from school 
  You receive a phone call from John wanting you to pick up his family  
  You'll get a scene where you bring drunk Nicole home and later in the living 
room where Chloe wants to talk with you 

Chloe will or will not break up with you depending on your answer you've given to Marilyn when 
she asked you about choosing Chloe (Day Six) 
However, if early that morning you confronted Chloe with her affair then Chloe will officially 
break it off with you 



Chloe leaves you alone into the shower and before you leave you wish to say goodnight to Nicole. 
You come near her bedroom door and she notices someone out there. 
 - Answer Her / You won't be able to see her full naked back.  Minus 2 points for 
Corrupting Nicole 
 - Open The Door / Be able to see her full naked back.  Gain 2 points for Corrupting 
Nicole 

Nicole invites you into her room and tells you to lock the door behind her. 

--------- Start Of Part 3 

The conversation between you and Nicole will be different depending on your relationship with 
her daughter. 

At the end of the conversation, Nicole will suddenly kiss you but she quickly pulls back. 
 - Grab Her Arm / You'll get the first actual sex scene with Nicole 
  Future conversation will be slightly different if you penetrate her in the 
garage (Day Six) 
   - Cum On Inside Her / Gain 1 point in for cumming inside Nicole 

  The night ends as soon as you reach climax with Nicole 

 - Let Her Go / You'll miss the first actual sex scene with Nicole and the aftermath of 
it 
  The night ends when you leave the property 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Eight 
Next morning comes and if you slept with Nicole, you will get Nicole's perspective in the 
following morning 
The point of view then returns back to you while you're in class talking about last night 
activity with Marilyn 

After class is dismissed, If Chloe is your girlfriend then she'll walk home with you.  Marilyn 
also wants to join. 
If you and Chloe had broken up then Marilyn wants to walk home with you. 
 - Accept Marilyn / Gain 2 points for being Marilyn's Friend. 
 - Decline Marilyn / Marilyn will still follow you (and Chloe if she remain your 
girlfriend).  Minus 2 points for being Marilyn's Friend 

At Nicole's place the conversation will be slightly different whether you're walking home with 
Chloe and Marilyn or just Marilyn herself. 
 - Defend Marilyn / This only exist if you've walked here alone with Marilyn. Gain 1 
point for Marilyn 

Marilyn whispers into your ear to start the 7th payment as she distracts Chloe inside. 
 - Follow Her / Nicole will notice you check her out.  Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Grab A Box And Follow Her / Nicole will not notice you check her out.  Minus 1 point 
for Corrupting Nicole 

 - Mention The Deal / Gain 3 Points for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Don't Mention The Deal / Minus 3 points for Corrupting Nicole 

The conversation between Nicole and you will be different depending who you walked here with and 
from last night event. 
Dialogues with Nicole will also be different depending on Nicole's Corruption level. 

 - Move Between Her Thighs / Gain 2 point for Corrupting Nicole 
    During this scene, you can only have sex with Nicole if you 
already had sex with her (Day Seven) and have Nicole's Corrpution points 21 or higher 
     - Cum Inside / Gain 1 point for Cumming Inside Nicole 
    If not then you'll automaticlly get a blowjob 
     - Gets Heads With Bra On / Gain 1 point for Corrupting 
Nicole 
     
 - Continue To Massage / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

Marilyn returns to the garage (without or without Chloe)   
If you learnt that Marilyn is a Lesbian (Day Five) then she'll drag you out of the place into 
her's

By exiting outside the garage, you'll meet John and his secretary, Silvia  



 If Marilyn is with you then John will question you and her relationship 
  - More Than A Friend / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
  - Just A Friend / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 

 - Check Out The Lady / Gain suspicion on Silvia and John 

 * * * (Learnt Marilyn Is Lesbian) 
  Marilyn takes you to her place and demands a vision 
  Unexpectedly when performing her usual vision trick you see Marilyn snooping 
around and sniffing onto Nicole's panty 
   - Be Honest / Gain 1 point for Marilyn 

At home, lay down and think about the things that had happened today 

 - Try Calling Nicole / You'll be able to build a romance conversation with Nicole and 
unlock another Nicole perspective story 
   - What Are You Doing / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
   - What Are You Wearing / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole  

   - 'Good Night, Nicole' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name 
 - Don't Risk Calling Her / You won't be able to unlock another Nicole perspective story  

Before the day ends, if you joined Marilyn's night live show (Day Two) then you'll be able to 
join her again 
However, if you learnt the truth behind Marilyn's being lesbian then the live is different from 
her usual one  

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Nine 
Day begins again at school and you're approached by Marilyn 
Depending if you figure her secret or not and if last night you've joined her night live, the 
dialogue will be different 

Class ended and Mr.Beeman informs the students about the Senior dance party this weekend 
 * * * (Chloe Remain GF) 
  Depending if Chloe has cheated on you or not, her opinion on the Senior dance 
will be different 

 * * * (Chloe Is Ex GF)  
  You overhear Chloe complaining about the adjustment of the Senior dance 
  - Talk With Chloe / Lead into a longer conversation 
   - Defend Marilyn / Marilyn will remember that you've help defend her. 
Gain 1 Point for being Marilyn's friend 
   - Indifferent / Marilyn will remember that didn't help defend her. Minus 
1 Point for being Marilyn's friend 
!!!! IMPORTANT !!!! 
If Chloe cheated on you with Mr.Beeman before then She will do it again on this part.   
When you ask to walk Chloe home, she'll reply that she's going with her friends to go study. 
 Review Day 2 - Day 5 to avoid any NTR/Cheating Girlfriend content 
But, if you ask her and Chloe replies that she's going somewhere 'secret', YOU ARE SAFE FROM NTR 

 * * * (Non NTR) 
  Chloe leaves by herself and you also leave to see Nicole 

 * * * (NTR)  
  Marilyn wishes to come with you to Nicole's place after Chloe leaves 
   - Tease / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
   - Don't Tease / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
  In the hallway, both you and Marilyn heard a Chloe's voice from down the hall 
   - Follow Marilyn / You're going to go see a scene where Mr.Beeman is 
having sex with Chloe. Don't go here if you don't want to see NTR 
    - Stay And Watch / Last chance to avoid seeing Mr.Beeman and 
Chloe having sex 
   - Don't Follow Marilyn / Won't be able to see Mr.Beeman and Chloe having 
sex 
   
  After seeing Mr.Beeman and Chloe having sex (Or you decided to leave) you head 
over to Nicole's place 

At Nicole's place, the person who opened the door is Silvia, John Secretary 
The dialogues will be slightly different if you're suspicious about Silvia and John from Day 
Eight



After the park scene with the jogging lady you're called by Chloe to meet her in the school 

 - Go To Chloe / Get a sexual scene with Chloe and chance to raise either Marilyn or 
Nicole's affection 
   - You Look Like Marilyn / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
   - You Look Like Your Mother / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Go Home / Lose the sexual scene with Chloe and chance to raise affections 

Get another perspective in story from Nicole 

Late at night, you're paid an uninvited visit from Nicole and she wants to continue that promise 
with having a dinner date 
 - Glance At Her Open Cleavage / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

Nicole gets ready in your room 
 - Peak / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
  
 - You're Beautiful / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - You're Sexy / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

Both you and Nicole arrive at the dinner restaurant 
 - Mention John / Get the continued story from Nicole's previous perspective 
 - Compliment Her Beauty / Won't get the remaining story from Nicole's previous 
perspective 

As you're enjoying each other's company, Joshua approaches your table and stirs trouble 
 - Intervene / Dialogue differences 
 - Stay Quiet / Dialogue differences 

Throwing food to Joshua face, it led him into being forced out the restaurant. 
Nicole will praise you and mention how you previously stood up for her if you helped Nicole from 
before (Day 1 and Day Seven) 

After dinner, you take Nicole back home and depending how you say goodbye, her dialogues will be 
different when she returns to you 
 - Kiss Her On The Cheeks / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Kiss Her On The Mouth / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and if your points for 
Corrupting Nicole is 30 or higher, Nicole will return back the kiss 

Before leaving, Nicole returns to your side and express she doesn't want to be alone tonight 
You give her a kiss and then take her back to your place 
 - Suck Her Nipples / Have sex with Nicole with her glasses on 
 - Remove Her Glasses / Have sex with Nicole with her glasses off 

 - Give Her A Hickey / This option only exist if you didn't get the steakhouse invitation 
(Day Six) 

Dialogues during this scene will be different depending if you had sex with her already or not 
from (Day Six and Day Seven) 
 - Missionary / Starting with missionary will result in a creampie in cowgirl style 
 - Cowgirl / Starting with cowgirl will result in a creampie in missionary style 

Nicole lays beside you. 
 - No / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Yes / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Ten (Saturday) 
Next morning, you awake without Nicole by your side 
Nicole had passed out in the bathtub and you rush her to the hospital 

--------- Start Of Part 4 

At the hospital waiting room, you're approached by the nurse that's taking care of Nicole 
 - Flirt Back / She'll remember that you had flirted with her and will give you the 
nickname 'Flirt Boy' 
 - Don't Flirt Bark / She will not give you the nickname 'Flirt Boy' but she'll later 
give you a new one 

After Abigail you're given the choices to inform Nicole's family about her hospital visit 
 - Call John / Calling John will prevent them catching you and Nicole being 'sweet and 
romance' together and affect further dialogue 



 - Don't Call John / Not calling John will leads him to catching you and Nicole being 
'sweet and romance' together and affect further dialogue 

During the conversation between you and Nicole, she will touch your cheeks if your level of 
corrupting Nicole is lower than 12 points  
 - Anytime, Nicole / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name 

Chloe will interrupts the conversation between you and John and the choices will be different 
depending on your relationship with Chloe 
if you both are still seeing each other then you will be given two options 
 - Take Chloe / Taking Chloe will inform her knowledge about Joshua 
 - Leave Chloe / Leaving Chloe will not inform her knowledge about Joshua 

At the store location, Joshua will appear. Depending if you have brought Chloe or not the 
dialogue will be slightly different 
 - Deny The Fight / Joshua will continue to create an uproar and eventually be taken out 
by the security. Later, Nicole will be happy that you didn't fight him 
 - Accept The Fight / Joshua will take you to the back alley and you both will fight. 
There will be a few QTE (Quick Time Event), easy enough to pass through  
   However, don't let yourself get hit or else Nicole will know that you 
were fighting 

Back from the store, you're preparing some snacks for everyone. 
 - Mention Joshua / You'll mention Joshua and she'll remember the pressure you're putting 
on her. Depending if you fought with Joshua or not her reaction will be different 
    If you like to kick John's ass, then make sure not to get hit or 
else Nicole will know you've lied to her about the fight 
 - Ask How She's Feeling / You'll pass the opportunity to question Nicole about Joshua 
and put no pressure on her. 

After the visit, you'll take Chloe home and she'll invite you in for a drink. 
During the short visit, you'll get a chance to learn about their first meeting and depending on 
your relationship the dialogue will be different. 
 * * * (Non NTR)  
  Chloe will be happy to give you a blowjob  
 * * * (NTR and Chloe remains being your girlfriend) 
  Chloe will have trouble giving you blowjob  
   - Push Her / Pushing her to down your cock will make her upset at you 
and you have the option to cum inside her mouth or give her a facial 
  You then will begin to doubt Chloe because of her strange behavior   
 All and all, this will lead up to Silvia catching you two in act 

Leaving the place, you'll encounter Marilyn outside and depending where the game is going for 
you and Marilyn her dialogue can be slightly different. 
If during the ChloeBJ scene, you notice strange behavior from Chloe then you'll invite Marilyn 
to have a talk with you about her. 
 - My Place / You'll lose the chance to join in Marilyn's Live and she'll learn Nicole 
spent the night before 
   - Be Aggressive / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
   - Be Neutral / Gain 1 Point for being Marilyn's Friend 
 - Marilyn's Place / Gain the chance to do another of Marilyn's Live if only she tells 
you about her other 'Self' (Day Three) 

When leaving Marilyn she will greet you goodbye. 
 * * * (At Marilyn's Place) 
  - Say Nothing And Leave / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
  - Say Something Before Leaving / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
 * * * (In front of Nicole's house) 
  - Wave Good Bye /  Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
  - Say Good Bye / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 

At home you'll clean your room from the aftermath of you and Nicole. 
 - Remain Home / You'll not get the sexual scene with Nicole at the hospital and avoid 
meeting Abigail the second time 
 - Go To Nicole / You'll unlock a possible sex scene with Nicole at the hospital and meet 
Abigail for the second time 
  - Open Your Feelings / Abigail will learn your feelings for Nicole this may 
result into future difference dialogue 
   
  - Initiate Nicole Payment / Get sex scene with Nicole 
    - Make Out With Nicole / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

    - Lick Her / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 



    - Cum Inside / 2 point for Cumming Inside Nicole 
      - 'Let's Have It, Nicole.' / Gain 1 point for 
Calling Her Name 
    - Let Her Finish You Off / lead into two options 
      - 'Not A Problem, Nicole' / Gain 1 point for 
Calling Her Name 
  - Go To Sleep / Minus 2 point for Corrupting Nicole 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Eleven (Sunday) 
Next morning, if you visited Nicole last night she will wake you up warning that her family is 
here soon to pick her up. 
If Chloe remains as your girlfriend then you'll quickly leave the hospital. If she is no longer 
your girlfriend, Nicole will have a talk with you about keeping a barrier in their secret 
affair. 
When returning home (Or by remaining home the night before) you'll receive a phone call from 
Chloe to go clothes shopping ONLY if she remains your girlfriend 
If not, you'll get no Clothes Shopping Event. 
 - Go With Chloe / Get the shopping event scene and possible thighjob from Nicole 
 - Decline Chloe / Get no shopping event scene and possible thighjob from Nicole 

 * * * (Clothes Shopping Event) 
  Depending if Chloe has cheated or not, the mood and attitude from her will be 
different.
   - Go To The Dressing Room / Choosing this option BEFORE finding john 
will affect in slight dialogues and you won't learn that he was looking at heels 
   - Find John / This option will only exist if you didn't go to the 
dressing room.  You'll learn that John was looking at heels 

   - Open The Right Door / You'll meet Nicole. 
    - Get Sexual / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and thighjob 
    - Keep Talking / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
   - Open The Left Door / You'll meet Chloe and if she cheated or not the 
dialogue are different. 

  When you return back with the Heavens's, if you are on Chloe Is Strange path 
then you'll spot Marilyn sneaking around the property. 
   - Question Her / You'll remember that Marilyn's hands were covered in 
white powder 
   - Ignore That / You won't remember that Marilyn's hands were covered in 
white powder 

 * * * (No Clothes Shopping Event) 
  You'll return Nicole's pearl necklace and you'll encounter Silvia instead. 
  But if you are on Chloe Is Strange path then you'll spot Marilyn sneaking around 
the Heavens's property.  

At the senior dance, you'll first meet Abigail and depending on what encounter this is (2nd or 
3rd time meeting her) the dialogue will be slightly different. 
When Abigail leaves she'll either call you 'Flirt Boy' or 'Mama's Boy'. Abigail will call you 
'Flirt Boy' if you flirted with her the first time you met her (Day Ten) 

After meeting up with the Heavens's family, you and Chloe went on dancing with the crowd. 
Depending on what relationship you are with her, Chloe will shove Beeman back to dance with you 
or will dance with you after Beeman's comforting speech. 

When dancing with Chloe 
 - Look At Nicole / Nicole will notice you were eyeing on her 
 - Don't Look At Nicole / Nicole won't notice you eyeing on her 

Marilyn appears and greets you and Chloe in the dancing crowd 
 - Compliment Marilyn / Gain 2 points for being Marilyn's Friend 
 - Tease Her / Minus 2 point for Marilyn's Friend 

When Marilyn leaves you and Chloe alone, There's a chance Marilyn will go over to Nicole and 
John.
If your friend points with Marilyn is higher than a six then you'll be safe from Marilyn's 
groping Nicole. 
However, if your points with Marilyn is lower than six, she'll head over to Nicole. 
 * * *(Lower than Six Points on Marilyn) 
  Marilyn will walk over and greet Nicole and John. As Nicole reaches over to 
offer Marilyn a drink, Nicole slips and Marilyn catches Nicole 
  At that time, Nicole breast is on Marilyn's hand and Marilyn sneaks a squeeze or 



two before helping Nicole Up  

  This event occurs and is a sign if you're not friendly enough with Marilyn. She 
may continue to 'play' around with Nicole  

The principal invites the students and their mother/father for a slow dance. With Chloe and John 
gone, you walk over to Nicole to talk with her 
At the end of the conversation, an old man recognizes Nicole as Nicole Starr. Feeling pressure 
she leaves the room. 

Later after finding Nicole's past, you dance with Nicole to cheer her up. 
You both kiss after the song ends and eventually it led up to having sex in one of the rooms 
 - Accept The Special Treat / Receives footjob from Nicole  
 - Make Your Own Special Treat / Receive no footjob from Nicole 

Receiving the footjob or not it'll lead up to penetrating her 
 - Cum Inside / Gain 1 point for Cumming Inside Nicole 

After climaxing the scene fades away into Abigail's perspective. She's being scolded by her 
husband which turns out to be Beeman. 
If before you noticed Chloe's strange behavior (Day Ten) then the game will end with Marilyn 
examining her 'magic' 
If not, the scene will end with Abigail leaving Beeman 

--------- Start Of Part 5 
The fades return back to Chloe who seems to have caught her mother and MC. 

Another fade happens and this time we return back to you with Nicole who has finished from 
making love 
 - '...We Should Hurry Back' / Shorter conversation 
 - 'What's The Matter...?' / Longer conversation and Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

The dance ended. 

 * * * (NTR Chloe Is Strange) 
   Beeman and Chloe has another affair. 
   - Continue / Longer scene and Beeman finishes in Chloe's mouth 
   - End / Shorter scene and Beeman finishes inside Chloe 

  Once the cheating scene is finishes, the perspective of the game will return to 
MC as you searches for Chloe. 
  Upon reaching the end of the hall there lies an opened book with a pink magical 
ring similar to what Marilyn's had in the last update 
   -  Return Her Journal / You'll return her journal back to Marilyn. Gain 
one point for being Marilyn's friend 
   - Bargain With Her Journal / Marilyn will 'magically' take her journal 
back. Minus one point for Marilyn's friend 

 * * * (Non-NTR) 
  You will come across Chloe who is sitting down with her face buried in her arms. 

 * * *(NTR and Chloe Is No Longer/Still Your Girlfriend) 
  Beeman and Chloe has another affair. 
   - Continue / Longer scene and Beeman finishes in Chloe's mouth 
   - End / Shorter scene and Beeman finishes inside Chloe 
  Once the cheating scene is finishes, the perspective of the game will return to 
MC as you searches for Chloe. 

After returning Chloe to her parents, John refinds you at the parking lot with your damage car 
 - Accept The Offer / You will return home with John but lose the chance to see Abigail 
and to learn of a new food place 
   Before going to bed, depending on what route and relationship with Choe 
will depend who visits you that night. 
  * * * (Non-NTR) 
   Chloe will visit you first 
    - Get Sexual / You'll lose the chance for Nicole to come visit 
but have a sex scene with Chloe 
    - Send Her Off / You'll lose the sex scene with Chloe but have 
Nicole visit you after Chloe leaves 
  * * * (NTR-Route) 
   Only Nicole will come and visit you, not Chloe. 
   When Nicole comes for a visit, there will be a QTE to call Nicole inside  
    - Insist Her To Come Inside / Tell Nicole to come in to have a 
chat 



     - Initiate Nicole Payment / Have a chance to play around 
with Nicole 
      - Keep Complimenting / Nicole plays with her 
pussy
        You will also give her a facial 
      - Have Her Turn Around / Nicole plays with her 
pussy from behind 
        You will also cum on her ass 
    - Send Her Off / You'll lose a chance to play around with Nicole 

  ************************ Day: Twelve (Starting At The Heavens's 
Household/Monday) 
  The next morning you're awakened by sudden chomping noise from the Kitchen 
   - Head To The Kitchen / Visit The Kitchen First 
   - Head To The Bathroom / Visit The Bathroom First 
  Depending whether you visit the Kitchen or Bathroom first will result in slight 
difference in scenes and dialogues. 
   
  When visiting the Kitchen you approach behind Nicole as she's cooking up 
breakfast 
   - Sneak A Look / You'll get a POV shot of Nicole's cleavage 
   - Put Your Arms Around Her Waist / You'll put your arms around Nicole's 
waist
  Doing both actions results in slight different dialogue 
  If you visit the Kitchen first, Nicole will ask you to go wash up  
  If you visit the Kitchen second then Nicole will ask you to go get dress 
  However, if the Kitchen is your second visit and Chloe isn't your girlfriend; 
Nicole will ask you to recheck on Chloe, unlocking a hidden short scene. 

  When visiting the Bathroom you will see Chloe inside getting ready if she 
remains your girlfriend, if not you will later notice that she's locked up in her room 
  Depending on your relationship, Chloe will react differently. If Chloe is 
cheating then she'll ask you to leave and if not, she'll ask for you assistant to apply lotion 
   After applying lotion, Chloe will try to return the favor by giving you 
a handjob 
   If you visit the Bathroom first, during the handjob, you'll imagine 
Nicole doing it instead. 
   
  After visiting both places, you'll return back into the room to get change 
  If NTR-Route, you'll be given a new set of outfit from Nicole 
  If not, you'll be able to choose between Chloe or Nicole 

 - Decline The Offer / You will not return with John and gain a chance to see Abigail 
  Walking home, you are later approached by Abigail who's leaving from the school 
on her motorbike 
  Abigail takes you to a favorite spot of her's where you gain connection to buy 
delicious foods 
   
  Driving back, you couldn't help but feel Abigail's breast as you hold onto her 
and she notices it too 
   - Compliment Them / Abigail will remember that you liked her breast 
   - Indifferent / Abigail will not remember anything important that night 
   - Defend Yourself / This will result into you choosing between the two 
options again 

  ************************ Day: Twelve (Starting At MC's Place/Monday) 
  The next morning, you're awakened by a doorbell ring. 
  If NTR route then you'll be visited by Nicole and she will give you your new 
outfit. 
  if Non-NTR route then you'll be visited by Chloe, however if your points of 
Corrupting Nicole is lower than 16, you'll be visited by Nicole instead. 

At school, depending on your relationship with Chloe, the outcome/dialogues will be different 
 - Tease Her / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's friend 
 - Compliment Her / Main 1 point for being Marilyn's friend 

You meet Agibail again as she also works for the autoshop. 

Upon arriving the Heavens's household, you learn that Nicole is still fixing the sofa's leg. 
 - Hand Her The Screwdriver / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Play With Her / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

You help finish fixing the sofa leg and notice Nicole has fallen asleep behind you. 
 - Play With Her Nipple / Nicole will remember you play with her nipples 



 - Lick Her Belly / Nicole will remember you licking her abs 

When playing around with Nicole's body, Chloe will enter alerting you and Nicole to hide behind 
the sofa. 
Chloe will soon leave the room making a phonecall and depending on your relationship with her, 
she'll call you or Beeman 

Inside Nicole's car. 
 - 'Then Ready For Another Round, Nicole?' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name 

 - Cum Inside / 1 point for Cumming Inside Nicole 
After climaxing, John and Silvia will drive into the driveway. 
You learn that John 'forcefully' kiss Silvia in the lips. 

At the park, depending on your relationship with Chloe you will either wait patiently or be on 
the phone with her as you wait for Nicole to use the restroom. 
Nicole comes out of the restroom and you soon figure out that she is hungry as you heard both 
your stomach's growl for food. 
While you left to get food, Nicole reveals that she also saw John and Silvia kissing but she has 
doubts whether she was hallucinating or not. 

If the night of Day Eleven, you chose to stay at the Heavens's household then you will fail to 
impress Nicole with food. 
However, if you choose to return home and met up with Abigail, you will impress Nicole with 
food.
Both outcome, Nicole will remember either the food was bad or delicious. 

You meet Abigail and the dialogues will be different depending if you were with her the night 
before or not. 
Abigail will invite you for a little date to go get some ice cream. 
 - Mention Beeman / Learn a bit about Beeman and her relationship 
 - Mention Abi's Sister / Learn a bit of Nanci, Abigail's younger sister 

The game jumps into Nicole's perspective while you're with Abigial. 

The game then returns back to MC 
If you notice Chloe Is Strange (Day Ten) then you will return home and Marilyn will not be 
present. 
However, if anything else AND if Marilyn has big trust on you (Day Three), Marilyn will be 
present to do a live show at your place 
 - Accept / Do a Live show with Marilyn 
 - Decline / Don't do a live show with Marilyn  

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Thirteen (Tuesday) 
The next morning, class will start differently depending if you know Marilyn Loves Nicole or 
not. 
 * * * (Marilyn Loves Nicole) 
  Marilyn left her book on your desk and it filled with fantasy of herself and 
Nicole. 
   - Stop Reading / Marilyn will know that you stopped reading 
   - Continue Reading / Marilyn will know that you continued reading 

Beeman will begin his class and have everyone write an essay. 
After class finishes, depending on your relationship with Chloe the outcome will be different. 
 * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) 
  Beeman will request that you and Chloe stay behind class. 
  Beeman will explain that he is disappointed in you and Chloe for not writing the 
essay to his expectation. 
  Although Beeman throws dirt onto both Chloe and your work, Chloe continues to 
stand behind Beeman.   
  After leaving the classroom, you confront Chloe about the knowledge of knowing 
her affair with Beeman. 
  Frightened about your sudden confess, Chloe slaps you and runs off. 
   
 * * * (NTR-Chloe Isn't Your Girlfriend) 
  You'll leave class alone and soon be approached by Marilyn. 
  If Marilyn Loves Nicole she will ask you about your opinion on it. 
   - Yes / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend   
   - No / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
   
 * * * (Non NTR) 
  Beeman wishes to see Chloe alone as you step outside to wait for her 



  When waiting on Chloe you will be approached by Marilyn. 
  If Marilyn Loves Nicole she will ask you about your opinion on it. 
   - Yes / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend   
   - No / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 

Silvia appears and takes you away to meet John at his office. 
In the car with Silvia, if you notice John looking at heels during the Clothes Shopping Event 
(Day Eleven), then you will notice a pair of the heels in Silvia's car. 
Inside John's office, you notice how serious he is with his employees and how they're all 
females. 
Silvia acts different when inside John's office and out of his office. 

During the talk, John offers you his workplace once again and finally, you agree to work under 
John's wings. 

Returning back to the Heavens's household, you wait until Silvia leaves before you step inside 
the house.
 * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) 
  Nicole opens the door to your knock and instantly wants answers to why Chloe was 
so upset. 
  You enter her home and explain the relationship between you and her daughter. 
  Although you reveal that Chloe is seeing someone else, you didn't let Nicole 
know that it was the history teacher, Mr.Beeman. 

  At the bathroom door, you catch Nicole loading clothes into the laundry machine 
  You slowly creep behind her and began groping her breast 
  
  A fade will happen and we will get Chloe's perspective, she's crying to Beeman 
after learning that you know their secret affair. 
  Beeman comforts Chloe and claims he has an idea to take care of you. 

  The game then returns back to MC and you have Nicole learning towards the 
laundry machine. 
  A sexual scene with Nicole occurs and depending what each route you're on, the 
dialogue will be slightly different. 
   - Cum Inside / Gain 1 point for Cuming Inside Nicole 
     - 'You Look So Beautiful With My Cum, Nicole' / Gain 1 
point for Calling Her Name 
   - Cum Outside / Cam outside instead of inside 
     - 'Don't Worry, Nicole' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her 
Name 
   
  You return back to Chloe's room to find your phone beeping from under Chloe's 
bed. 
  Under her bed you see the exact pink magical ring you saw in Marilyn's book (Day 
Eleven). 

  At Marilyn's place, you find her in the dark. 
  Marilyn invite you to come closer and at the same time, the pink magical ring 
leaks out a voice of Chloe moaning for Beeman's name.  

 * * * (NTR-Chloe Isn't Your Girlfriend) 
  Nicole opens the door and instantly tells you to leave because Chloe in inside. 
  You ask to use the restroom and Nicole leaves the door open for you. 

  In the bathroom, you find Nicole's dirty panties. 
  Nicoles enters and instantly takes back her panty from embarrassment 
  As she hastily loads the dirty clothes into the laundry machine, you take that 
chance to grope her breast 

  A fade will happen and we will get Chloe's perspective, she wonders why the 
shower is running when Nicole is just doing laundry. 
  But she quickly drops the curiosity and jumps back into whatever she's doing. 

  The game then returns back to MC and you have Nicole learning towards the 
laundry machine 
  A sexual scene with Nicole occurs and depending what each route you're on, the 
dialogue will be slightly different. 
   - Cum Inside / Gain 1 point for Cuming Inside Nicole 
     - 'You Look So Beautiful With My Cum, Nicole' / Gain 1 
point for Calling Her Name 
   - Cum Outside / Cam outside instead of inside 
     - 'Don't Worry, Nicole' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her 
Name 



  You return back home after being done with Nicole. 
  A fade into Nicole's perspective occurs. 
  Depending if this time you cam inside or outside, the photo of Nicole in the 
shower will be different and so will be her dialogues. 

 * * * (Non NTR) 
  Nicole opens the door and instantly tells you to leave because Chloe in inside. 
  Nicole leaves you alone after finding out Chloe invited you over. 

  At the bathroom door, you catch Nicole loading clothes into the laundry machine. 
  You slowly creep behind her and began groping her breast. 

  A fade will happen and we will get Chloe's perspective, she wonders why the 
shower is running when you're just using the toilet. 
  But she quickly drops the curiosity and jumps back into studying. 

  The game then returns back to MC and you have Nicole learning towards the 
laundry machine 
  A sexual scene with Nicole occurs and depending what each route you're on, the 
dialogue will be slightly different. 
   - Cum Inside / Gain 1 point for Cuming Inside Nicole 
     - 'You Look So Beautiful With My Cum, Nicole' / Gain 1 
point for Calling Her Name 
   - Cum Outside / Cam outside instead of inside 
     - 'Don't Worry, Nicole' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her 
Name 

  You return back to Chloe. 
  A fade into Nicole's perspective occurs, she's sitting down in the shower as the 
running water washes away her body 
  Depending if this time you cam inside or outside, the photo of Nicole in the 
shower will be different and so will be her dialogues. 

--------- Start Of Part 6 
 * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) 
  Marilyn will informs you what she has been doing lately. 
   - Sit / You'll be able to see Chloe and Beeman having sex using 
Marilyn's powers 
   - Remain Apart / You won't be able to see Chloe and Beeman having sex 
using Marilyn's powers 

   - Stay Calm / Marilyn will remember that you didn't use violence 
   - Raise Your Voice / Marilyn will remember that you used violence 

Whether you are leaving from Nicole's place or Marilyn's you'll get these two options before the 
night ends
 - End The Day / Abigail will remember you did not visit her 
   Visiting Abigail, you'll learn some interesting trait of her with her 
patient 
   Abigial is willing to let you see her breast but only you've hanged out 
with Abigail after the dance and said positive things about her breast (Day Eleven) 
   If not, you'll leave without seeing her breast 

 - Don't End The Day / Abigail will remember you visit her 

Returning home, your parents, Hal and Jenny, finally returned from visiting your aunt. 
 - Press On The Issue / Future dialogue differences 
 - Drop It / Future dialogue differences 

Before the day ends, you'll get a perspective from Nicole as she is also noticing her body 
changing from the sexual activities. 
John walks in and informs her about your acceptance into his company. 
John also for the first time in a long time, invites Nicole to sleep beside him. 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Fourteen (Wednesday) 
Next morning comes and you're in class. 
Depending what route you're on, the day will be different 
 * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) 
  After class, Beeman demands you to stay behind as he wants to talk about your 
knowledge about their secret affair 
   - Play Dumb / Beeman will play dumb along with you resulting dialogue 



differences 
   - Give Answer / Beeman won't play dumb resulting dialogue differences 

  More talking occurs and eventually Marilyn enters the room with pizza to save 
you 
  In this moment, you'll learn that Beeman hates mushrooms 
  Chloe gets upset at Marilyn's interruption and leaves the classroom 
  Beeman gets also upset from the fact that Chloe leaves and drops the whole 
conversation 

 * * * (NTR-Chloe Isn't Your Girlfriend) 
  Marilyn attends to class and talks with you about Magic Grand 
  Beeman overhears you joining Magic Grand and begins mocking you for taking the 
easy route  

 * * * (Non NTR) 
  Chloe walks up to you and begin talking about how you're joining her father's 
company. 
  Beeman overhears you joining Magic Grand and begins mocking you for taking the 
easy route  

After class ended, Marilyn talks more with you in the hallway. 
Depending what route few dialogue will be different but the main part is that Marilyn reminds 
you to take Nicole out on dates instead of just doing Nicole Payment 

At home, you're finally done prepping for tonight's dinner at the Heavens's 
 - Help Dad / Helping out your dad will make you go ocean viewing with Nicole as a date 
 - Help Mom / Helping out your mom will make you go watch a movie with Nicole as a date 
   If ChloeIsStrange, you can buy Mushrooms for your mother 

During the errand, you catch Nicole in disguise trying to buy Birth Control pills 
You take the last birth control box hostage and blackmail Nicole 
 - Initiate Nicole Payment / No date will occur and you'll get payment in the store's 
bathroom.  This will also cancel a hidden scene with Nicole 
   During the payment, if you Nicole's Corrupting points is 30 or higher, 
she'll agree to drop her pants and let you rub your cock on her ass and thigh 
    - Don't Upset Her / You'll end up not having sex with Nicole and 
she'll remember this 
    - Penetrate Her / You'll end up having sex with Nicole and 
she'll remember this. 
     - Finish Inside Her Pussy / Gain 2 points for Corrupting 
Nicole, 1 point for Cumming Inside.  Nicole will remember you creampie her 
     - Finish Outside Her Ass / Gain 1 points for Corrupting 
Nicole 
     - Finish Inside Her Mouth / Gain 1 points for Corrupting 
Nicole 
   If lower than 30, Nicole will only agree to let you rub your cock with 
her breast and giving a blowjob 
    - Warn Her / You'll cum inside her mouth and lose 1 point for 
corrupting Nicole 
    - Don't Warn Her / You'll give her a facial and gain 1 point for 
corrupting Nicole 

 - Go On A Date / Depending which parent you decide to choose will result in two 
different dating spot 
  * * * (Dad's Date Ideal) 
   You'll take Nicole to the hill where you can see the Ocean floor 
    - 'I'm Saying That You Are Gorgeous, Nicole' / Gain 1 point for 
Calling Her Name  
   A random photographer appears and wants to take a picture of Nicole 
    - Accept The Photographer / You'll take the photo with Nicole 
and get a copy.  Gain 1 point for corrupting Nicole 
    - Reject The Photographer / Get no picture taken and lose 1 
point for corrupting Nicole 
  * * * (Mom's Date Ideal) 
   You'll take Nicole to a theater where you'll watch a movie 
   A random dog appears and it is reveal that Nicole is afraid of dogs 
    - Play With Nicole / You bring the dog to Nicole's lap.  Gain 1 
point for corrupting Nicole 
    - Don't Play With Nicole / You make the dog run away. Lose 1 
point for corrupting Nicole 
   Nicole realizes that she's in your personal buble 
    - 'It's Fine With Me, Nicole.' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her 
Name 



You return home after the date or from Nicole Payment to get ready for tonight's dinner 
You notice that Marilyn is visiting your parents. 
 * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) 
  You bring Marilyn into your room and discuss how to undo the spell 
  Marilyn gives you two option to do before she can help undo her spell 
   - Option A / Let Marilyn peek in as you are having a Nicole Payment 
   - Option B / Record a Nicole Payment for Marilyn 

The night officially has come and you drive to the Heavens's household. 
Depending on your relationship with Chloe, she'll act differently during dinner. 
If ChloeIsStrange, she'll feel sick if your mom made mushroom pie. 
As you walk into the kitchen, Nicole has her ass sticking out as she searches deeply in the 
fridge. 
 - Start Nicole Payment / Payment occur and future dialouge will be different.  Gain 1 
point for Corrupting Nicole.  Cancel the hidden scene with Nicole 
  - Get Heavy / You'll face fuck Nicole and you'll gain 2 points for corrupting 
Nicole 
 - Offer Help / No payment occur and future dialouge will be different.  Minus 3 points 
for Corrupting Nicole  
If Chloe Is Strange, you'll automaticlly engage in Nicole Payment. 

When stepping out of the bathroom/Chloe's bedroom, you'll meet Nicole. 
Depending if you engagaed in the previous Nicole Payment or not, the dialogues will be 
different.
Before leaving home, John gifts you a key to his home as a token of his trust and working under 
his wings.

At home, if your relationship with Chloe is Perfect then she'll call you to meet her at the 
park.  If not, you'll go to sleep. 
!!!! IMPORTANT !!!! 
 There is a hidden scene where you see Nicole at the park instead of Chloe.   
 This will only activate if you DO NOT initiate Nicole Payment at the store and DO NOT 
initiate Nicole Payment during dinner. 
 If you're on NTR-Chloe Is Strange route then you'll automaticlly lose this scene as you 
don't have the option to NOT initiate Nicole Payment during dinner 
Before the day ends a perspective from your parents will occur. 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Fifteen (Thursday) 
The morning begins with a perspective of Nicole having an intense wetdream/nightmare 

You overhear a classmate talking about Magic Grand and how his uncle hasn't come home. 
If your relationship with Chloe is perfect then you two, along with Marilyn, will ditch class to 
go hang out. 
if it isn't perfect then it'll only be you and Marilyn who ditches. 

If you're with Marilyn and Chloe, Marilyn will ask you to pay for everyone's tab. 
 - Pay For All / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
 - Pay For Only You And Chloe / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
if you're only with Marilyn, she'll want you to pay for her tab. 
 - Pay / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
 - Don't Pay / Minus 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 

Marilyn will excuse herself/take Chloe into the bathroom as you notice a familiar face within 
the cafe. 
Turns out she's one of the worker from John's company and she's with the uncle of your 
classmate.

Everyone goes their own way and you move towards Magic Grand's building. 
Silvia introduces you to your new office and when she steps out of the room, you snoop at her 
desk.
A picture falls out of her files and it appears to be Silvia with another man in military 
uniform. 

John is at a warehouse and he demonstrates how he deals with problems by using money and power. 

You'll meet up with Abigail and she'll tell you stories and rumors she knows about Magic Grand. 

Night comes and John informs you that he won't be at home. 
You risk believing his words and show up at their home 
 - Test The Key / You test the key and you'll walk into their home.  Dialogue will be 
slightly different 



 - Ring The Doorbell / You didn't test the key and Nicole will answer the door.  
Dialouges will be slighty different 

As you are watching movie with Nicole, there is a erotic scene that made Nicole blush. 
Using that moment to soften her heart, you seduce her into a payment. 
 - Kiss Her Fingers / Minus 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Make Her Grab Your Crotch / Gain 1 point for Corrutping Nicole 

As Nicole takes off her clothes you'll get two options if ONLY you received Nicole's special 
treatment (Footjob) back in Day Eleven 
 - Embrace Her / You grab Nicole from behind and have your cock rub betwen her ass 
cheeks.  She'll also give you a different scene of a blowjob 
 - Wait For Her / Being patient as she takes off her clothes, leaving her undergarment 
on, she'll give you a different scene of a blowjob and a footjob 
If you didn't get Nicole special treatment, you'll automaticlly get the 'Embrace Her' option 

After climaxing the perspective will change into Abigail who is searching through Beeman's desk 
Depending on your relationship with Chloe, Abigail will mention Chloe to Beeman 
The scene ends with Abigail leaving Beeman alone as he drinks to his sleep 

--------- Start Of Part 7 

Scene will start with John sipping on his drink. 
Turns out that John is with Silvia and another female as they are laying on the bed with a 
vibrator inside them. 
Nessa, John's employee, delivers her work status and goes back home, leaving John alone with the 
ladies 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Sixteen (Friday) 

Perspective changes into Nicole, she appears to be in a white room, her dream. 
John enters and begins to massage and play with her body. 
Moments later, its reveal that it's actually MC who is playing with Nicole's body 
John screams out of hatred and Nicole wakes up from her nightmare 

Nicole realizes that you slept over and she orders you to leave. 
As she cleans up the living room, Nicole has her bottom facing towards you. 
 - Smack Her / You'll get a hidden scene of Nicole masturbating.  Gain 2 point for 
corrupting Nicole 
 - Eat Her / You'll lose a hidden scene of Nicole masturbating, but you'll have sex with 
her. Gain 1 point for corrupting Nicole 
   If your Corruption points for Nicole is higher than 42, you'll get an 
additional sex view 
 - Continue Staring / You'll get a hidden scene of Nicole masturbating. Lose 1 point for 
corrupting Nicole 

As you leaves Nicole's place, you'll meet Abigail who's exercising. 
Few Dialogues will be different depending if she took you home before or not (Day Eleven). 
When Abigail mentions her body and regular exercising. 
 - 'Your Body Looks Fine' / A more flirty conversation and two additional shots of 
Abigail's body 
When Abigail mentions hiding things. 
 - Under My Bed / Abigail will remember this answer and future dialogue differences 
 - In My Closet / Abigail will remember this answer and future dialogue differences 
 - My Secret Stash / Abigail will remember this answer and future dialogue differences 

After talking with Abigail, there will be a hidden scene of Nicole masturbating. 
If previously, you either continue staring or smack at Nicole's ass then this will be unlocked. 
If you have sex with her then this will not be avaliable.  

You return home and depending which parent you helped with, on Day Fourteen, the other parent 
will be present to talk. 
Joining them for breakfast, you let your parents know that you'll be dropping out of school to 
pursue working with John. 
Your father begins talking about Chloe. 
Jenny breaks the conversation by bringing in a carton of strawberries, given by Marilyn and her 
grandmother. 
 - Tease Marilyn / Lose 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
 - Thank Marilyn / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 

Marilyn brings you out of the house by pushing you out. 
Depending on what route in the game you are in, the dialogues with Marilyn will be different. 



The conversation stops as John and Silvia approaches. 
Dialogues will be slightly different depending if John and Marilyn had already met before. 
You try talking to Silvia but instead she turns away. 

Another perspective change and this time it's John. 
During the previous conversation, he had a vibrator where he controlled inside Silvia. 

As you come to Magic Grand, the whole place is empty. 
You snoop around looking for anything valuable but fail to do so. 
 - Search Your Office / When searching the office for Silvia, make sure to search 
Silvia's desk again to unlock a hidden poem written in her files 

Upon entering John's Office, you learn that his office is well secured and is sound proof. 
John gives you a briefcase full of money and assigns you your first task. 
Along with the briefcase he also gives you your uniform to change into and a gift bag, he wants 
you to deliver it to Mrs. Watson. 

As you enter your office to change, you see Silvia staring out the window 
 - Stay Quiet / Get a mini scene where Silvia thinks to herself 
 - Say Something / Lose a mini scene where Silvia thinks to herself 

At the Watson, you meet a woman outside watering her plants. 
 - Offer Your Business Card / The Watson and John will be happy of this decision and 
Silvia will be award 
 - Explain Why You Are Here /  The Watson and John will be unhappy of this decision and 
Silvia will be punish 
Both of the decisions will make different dialogues in the future 

Returning back from the Watson, Magic Grand is packed with everyone again. 
Nessa and Natiya happily greets you and you're introduce into their Quarter Game. 
 - 'You Two Are Strange...' / They will remember you calling them 'strange'.  Future 
dialogues difference 
 - 'Is This A Game?' / Future dialogues differences 

Silvia intervene and sends everyone back to work. 
In your office, Silvia teaches you how to work your computer. 

During lunch with Nessa and Natiya 
 - Start With Her Name / Natiya will not become suspicious 
 - Start With Yesterday's Event / Natiya will become suspicious 
Either option, Nessa will deny seeing you at the Ice Cream Cafe. 
Nessa shows you an advertisement that a city call Little Big Pond is having a Summer Beach Party 
 - Ask About The Quarter Bet / Nessa and Natiya will challenge you into a drinking 
challenge 
  - Try / They will remember you trying the challenge with them 
  - Don't Try / They will remember you didn't want to try the challenge with them 
   A Quick Time Event will occur whether you accept or decline the 
challenge 
At the end of lunch, Nessa and Natiya reveal to be a lesbian couple. 

You'll meet John in his office after having lunch. 
Depending on what you did when meeting Mrs. Watson at the front of her house, dialogues will be 
different from John. 
John assigns you your new assignment, going out of town to Little Big Pond to bring property 
deed to the current owners. 
John also reveals that he's leaving town tomorrow. 

After meeting with John, you walk up to Nessa, who's alone. 
Nessa comes out saying that she doesn't want Natiya to know about John's dirty side of the work. 
You promise her not to let Natiya find out as Nessa gives you the advertisement about Little Big 
Pond.

Leaving to Nicole's place and depending what route you're in, there will be minor differences. 
 * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange / Chloe is no longer your Girlfriend) 
  Only Marilyn and Nicole will be present 

 * * * (Non NTR Route - Chloe remains your girlfriend) 
  Marilyn, Nicole, and Chloe will be present 
Dialogues will be different depending who is present. 
Nicole leaves inside first to make lemonade. 
Marilyn will guard outside for you as you follow Nicole inside OR Marilyn will keep Chloe 
company as you follow Nicole inside 
 - Thank Marilyn / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
 - Head Inside / Lose 2 point for being Marilyn's Friend 



   OR 
 - Signal Back / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
 - Continue Kissing Chloe / Lose 2 point for being Marilyn's Friend 

As you enter the kitchen, Nicole is searching up high in her cabinets for ingredients. 
 - Grab Nicole's Ass / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Offer Help / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
Nicole either will get upset at you, depending on your actions but she'll remain quiet for the 
most part of the conversation. 
Nicole also questions you again for joining her husband line of work. 
 - Comfort Her / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Teaser Her / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
The conversations goes on, and you mention that you'll be leaving town to Little Big Pond. 
You also bring up the Summer Beach Party and invited Nicole to come with you. 
She refuses to go as she fears her husband might know. 
 - Mention John's Trip / Nicole will know you tell her about John's trip and future 
dialogues will occur 
 - Don't Mention John's Trip / Nicole will know you didn't tell her about John's trip and 
future dialogues will occur 

!!!! IMPORTANT !!!! 
During this scene, if your points for Corrupting Nicole is lower than 30, Nicole will agree to 
go to Little Big Pond with you 
If it's 30 and higher, Nicole will refuse to leave with you. 
 * * * (Nicole Agrees To Go With You) 
  Nicole will agree to with you you if your corruption points for her is lower 
than 30  
  This route is more of the romantic route 
 * * * (Nicole Disagrees To Go With You) 
  Nicole will disagree to go with you if your corruption points for her is 30 or 
higher 
   - Stay Calm / You will guilt trip Nicole into going with you. 
   - Get Angry / You will blackmail Nicole into going with you. 

You'll begin to kiss Nicole and grope her breast. 
Nicole's nightmare from the morning resurface into her mind and she kicks you away from her. 
Now, depending if Chloe is around or not, you'll be interrupted by a doorbell or Chloe and 
Marilyn coming into the kitchen. 
If doorbell, you'll escape using the back door. 
If it's Chloe and Marilyn, you'll remain in the room and you'll unlock a hidden sex scene with 
Chloe

To unlock the hidden sex scene of Chloe, you must be in perfect relationship with her. No NTR 
and she remains your girlfriend. 
Chloe brings you into her room and she confesses fess that your work uniform turns her on. 
Depending from the start of Day Prologue, you'll either go rough or gentle with Chloe. 

After you're done with Chloe, or if you escape through the back door, Marilyn will meet you 
outside of the Heaven's household. 
Depending on which route you're in the game, the dialogues will be different. 
You also let Marilyn know about how well secure John's office is. 

Returning home, you let your parents know that you're leaving town tomorrow for work. 
 - 'Sure, Mom' / Your mom will pack lunch for you.  You'll share it with Nicole while 
going to Little Big Pond. 
 - 'No Thanks, Mom' / Your mom will not pack lunch for you. 

As you return to your room to sleep, if you know about Marilyn's live show, she'll visit you 
 - Accept / Get a live show Marilyn  
 - Decline / Get no live show with Marilyn 
After Marilyn leaves, your mom will enter your room and talk with you. 

The day will end with a perspective of Nicole as John scolds her for her smelly scent. 
Depending if you told Nicole about John's trip, few dialogues will be different. 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Seventeen (Saturday) 

The next morning, you are about to leave to pick up Nicole. 
If you and Chloe have the perfect relationship, she will stop by and give you a necklace as a 
charm. 

Upon reaching Nicole's place, if you received Chloe's charm you will get the two options on what 



to do with it. 
 - Keep It On / Nicole will know about the necklace 
 - Hide It / Nicole will not know about the necklace until later 

Nicole will be showing you her bathing suits in the dressing room. 
 - Compliment Her Back / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Compliment Her Front / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and 1 additional shot of her 
front

 - Compliment Her Thighs / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Compliment Her Chest / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and 1 additional shot of her 
front

 - Compliment Her Age / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Compliment Her Body / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and 1 additional shot of her 
front
After showing her outfits, you will be able to choose which one Nicole wears. 
 - Purple Outfit / Nicole will wear the Purple Outfit at the Summer Beach Party 
 - Red Outfit / Nicole will wear the Red Outfit at the Summer Beach Party 
 - Turquoise Outfit / Nicole will wear the Turquoise Outfit at the Summer Beach Party 

A sex scene will occur and you have Nicole pin up agasint the wall. 
 - Insert Nicole / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Tease Nicole / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

 - 'You'll Do Just Fine, Nicole.' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name 
  
 - Cum Inside / 1 point for Cumming Inside Nicole 

Leaving the dressing room and purchasing the bathing suits, the cashier compliments you and 
Nicole. 
 - 'Thanks, She's The One' / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - 'Cute? Not Hot?' /  Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

During the train ride, Nicole will leave to use the restroom. 
As you wait for her, if you points for Corrupting Nicole is lower than 25, Nicole will come back 
giving you a drink. 
If your points for Corrupting Nicole is 25 and higher, Nicole will return empty handed. 
If you had your mom packed you lunch (Day Sixteen), you will eat lunch with Nicole during the 
train ride. 

Awhile later, you've awake from a nap and notice Nicole is gone. 
At the Train's restroom, Nicole is applying scented lotion to cover her 'smelly' scent. 
 - Mention John / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Don't Mention John / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

 - 'You Are Yourself, Nicole.' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name 

As you're about to 'Kiss Her' or 'Initiate Nicole Payment', the intercom of the train will alert 
that the train is arriving at Little Big Pond. 
Not enough time to do anything, you and Nicole return back to gather your bags. 

--------- Start Of Part 8 

Outside in the street of Little Big Pond, you will notice Nicole secretly smiling to herself. 
 - Mention Her Smile / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole if your corruption points for 
Nicole is 40 OR higher or lose 1 point if point of 39 or lower 

Upon reaching the Hotel, Nicole will excuse herself as she calls home. 
The game then will switch into the Hotel's Receptionist perspective as they eye on Nicole. 
You will then approach them and reserve a room for you and Nicole. 
 - Greet Him / The Fat Receptionist will remember you greeted him 
 - Don't Greet Him / The Chubby Receptionist will remember that you didn't greeted him 

The Slim Receptionist will try to sell you a suite room. 
 - Take The Offer / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and future dialogues will occur 
 - Don't Take The Offer / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and future dialogues will 
occur

After making the reservation, the Chubby Receptionist will lead you and Nicole to your room. 
In the room, Nicole notices the King Sized bed and depending on your previous decision, 
dialogues will be different. 
 - Cheer Nicole Up / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and will result in a minor scene 
change later on the day 



 - Be Upfront / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and will result in a minor scene 
change later on the day 

After talking with Nicole, you leave her behind and head for Blues Bar. 
However, you quickly return as you realize you forgot your camera in the room. 
Upon coming back, you catch Nicole taking a shower. 
 - Continue Watching / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and more shower poses of Nicole 
  - Continue Watching / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and Nicole will catch 
you peeping at her 
      You will then kiss and proceed to finger Nicole 
       - Leave / Lose Blowjob scene from Nicole 
       - Don't Leave Yet / Gain 1 point for 
Corrupting Nicole 
        - Cum Inside / Gain 1 point for 
Corrupting Nicole 
        - Cum On Her Face / Gain 1 point 
for Corrupting Nicole 
        - Cum On Her Breast / Gain 1 
point for Corrupting Nicole 

  - Leave / Result in a hidden scene of Nicole having inner thoughts but no 
possible blowjob from Nicole 
 - Leave / Lose 2 point for Corrupting Nicole, will see no extra shower poses of Nicole, 
unable to unlock a hidden scene of Nicole's thoughts, and a possible blowjob from Nicole 

After grabbing your camera and finally leaving Nicole, another perspective will change to the 
Hotel's Receptionist. 

The game's perspective will come back to you as you reach the Blues. 
Entering the bar, you notice a drink and a bottle of alcohol by the countertop 
 - Examine The Cup / The Bar Owner will be rude towards you 
 - Don't Examine The Cup / The Bar Owner will not be rude towards you 

As the conversation with the Bar Owner continues, slight different dialogues will occur 
depending on what choices you make. 
Being on good terms with Mr. Blues will allow you a benefit later on the day when you take 
Nicole out for food. 
This benefit will only be useful if you decide to keep Blues Bar running for the day.  
 - Be Peaceful / Gain 1 point for being friendly to the Bar Owner 

 - Say Something / Gain 1 point for being friendly to the Bar Owner 

 - Tell Him To Go Easy / Gain 1 point for being friendly to the Bar Owner 

A flashback will occur as the Bar Owner tells you his past about his time knowing John Heavens. 
At this point, you will learn that John had slept with the Bar Owner's wife and impregnating her 
in the process. 
 - Comfort / Gain 1 point for being friendly to the Bar Owner 

A baby cries and disturbs the conversation between you and the Bar Owner. 
He leaves and tells you that he will move out by the end of today. 
 - Let Him Stay For The Day / Later on the day, you bring Nicole here to have Dinner.  
You will also meet Josh again. 
 - Let Him Leave / His Bar will shut down and you will bring Nicole into a different 
place for Dinner.  You will meet a female lifeguard here. 

After finishing talking with the Bar Owner and taking photos of the Bar, you return back to the 
Hotel. 
Depending on your decision from earlier today when choosing to 'Cheer Nicole Up' or 'Be 
Upfront', this scene will be slightly different. 
 * * * (Cheer Nicole Up) 
  Before entering the room, you will call Nicole to see if she's fine with you 
walking in
  Upon entering the room, you see Nicole is already dressed up for the beach 

 * * * (Be Upfront) 
  Without giving Nicole a call, you bolts right into the hotel room, catching 
Nicole naked 

A while later when you're switching clothes, Nicole will approach you and ask about your work 
and the photos you took. 
 - Show Nicole / Nicole will get to see the photos you took and slight difference in 
future dialogues 
 - Don't Show Nicole / Nicole didn't see the photos you took and slight difference in 



future dialogues 

Depending if you have Chloe's Charm or not, you can decide to wear it to the beach or not 

At the beach when Nicole is applying sunscreen, if your point on Corrupting Nicole is 24 or 
higher, Nicole will refuse your assistance. 
However, if it's 23 or lower, you can help apply sunscreen onto Nicole. 

After a while, a random kid will appear and try to sell you some flowers. 
 - Respond Negatively / Gain 2 point for Corrupting Nicole and future dialogue 
differences 
 - Respond Positively / Lose 2 point for Corrupting Nicole and future dialogue 
differences 

 - Buy / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole, future dialogue differences, and Nicole will 
remember that you bought her the flower 
 - Don't Buy / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and future dialogue differences 

After the random kid leaves, you will take the flower and stick it behind Nicole's ear as an 
accessory.
At this moment, you will learn in forward for a kiss but depending if you have Chloe's Charm on 
or not, the scene will play slightly differently. 
  * * * (Chloe's Charm) 
  Nicole will spot the necklace and will push you away 
  If Nicole knows it's her daughter's necklace, she will mention Chloe 
  If Nicole doesn't know, she'll interrogate you and you will reveal to her that 
it's Chloe's 

 * * * (No Chloe's Charm) 
  Nicole is about to accept your kiss but she quickly retract herself away as she 
spot people nearby 

In the end, either route, Nicole will push you away and not kiss you. 
 - Watch The Volleyball Game / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and will miss out on 
swimming 

 - Head Into The Ocean / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and will miss out on the 
volleyball game 

At this point, each route will be slightly different but will have the same outcome. 
 * * * (Volleyball Game) 
  You and Nicole watch the Volleyball Game 
   - Continue The Conversation / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

  A college student name, Tyler, will appear to hit on Nicole 
   - Step In / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and Nicole will remember 
you stepping in to help her 
    - Punch Tyler / Tyler will remember you punch him 
    - Don't React / Nicole will push him away and you will jump in 
later
   - Don't Step In / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and Nicole will 
remeber you didn't step in to help her and you will lose the chance to punch Tyler 

 * * * (Swimming) 
  You and Nicole go into the ocean for a swim. 
   - Help Her / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole  

  A college student name, Tyler, will appear to hit on Nicole 
   - Step In / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole, Nicole will remember you 
stepping in to help her, but you'll lose the chance to punch Tyler 
   - Don't Step In Yet / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
    - Punch Tyler / Tyler will remember you punch him 
    - React Differently / You will grab Tyler by his wrist, hurting 
him 

Returning back to your resting spot, Nicole sits down alone. 
 - Give Her Space / You will leave and buy her coconut juice 
  - Buy With Pineapple Juice / Slight difference in dialogue 
  - Buy With Only Coconut Juice / Slight difference in dialogue 
 - Comfort Her / No coconut juice 



After awhile, Nicole will ask you to help her apply sunscreen, and depending if you've done it 
already or not, dialogues will be different. 
 - Be Gentle With Nicole / You will kiss her back and her lips.  Lose 2 point for 
Corrupting Nicole  
 - Be Dirty With Nicole / You will massage her womanhood from behind.  Gain 2 point for 
Corrupting Nicole  

Teasing Nicole as you apply sunscreen on her back has made Nicole in heat. 
You both quickly pack your things and find a more settled area at the beach to ignite a moment 
together. 
 - Penetrate Now / You will have sex with Nicole whiling pinning her up against a boulder  
 - Make Her Turn Around / You will make Nicole turn around to do Doggy style 

After awhile, you and Nicole are briefly put into hold as a couple walks nearby. 
Nicole begs you to stop and offers to blow you as she fears that they might get caught. 
 - Accept The Blowjob / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and a blowjob scene but will 
miss out on missionary pose with Nicole 
  - Cum Inside / Nicole swallows your semen 
  - Cum Outside / Nicole gets a facial and pearl necklace 
 - Refuse The Blowjob / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole and a missionary scene but 
will miss out on a blowjob 
  - Cum Inside / Gain 1 point for Cumming Inside Nicole 
  - Cum Outside / Cum on her stomach 

After climaxing, Nicole dashes into the ocean to rinse herself. 

Meanwhile a perspective changes to Chloe and depending on your relationship, she'll either be 
with Marilyn or Beeman. 
Chloe will pick up her phone to talk with her father, John. 
Perspective changes and it's shown that John is toying with Silvia in their living room. 

The game's perspective returns back to you as you and Nicole are rushing into your room. 
The Slim Receptionist steps out of your room and with a quick time event, you can either speak 
to him or Nicole will. 
As the Slim Receptionist walks away, you look and notice his behavior being strange. 
 - 'Something Doesn't Feel Right...' / Your behavior towards the Receptionist will be 
aggressive
 - 'Nothing...' / Your behavior towards the Receptionist will be neutral 

In the hotel room, Nicole decides to quickly jump into the shower for a rinse. 
Nicole tells you to go away for the meantime. 
 - Propose To Shower Together / Nicole will remember you propose this idea 

A while later, depending on the route you are on, there will be two different scenes to play 
out. 
 * * * (Yes Chloe Charm) 
  If you received Chloe's Charm AND hide it all the way till this point, Nicole 
will find it when she grabs your pants. 
  If you received Chloe's Charm but she already knows of it, she will notice four 
missing calls from her husband 

 * * * (No Chloe Charm) 
  Nicole will notice four missing calls from her husband 

At the end of this scene, Nicole will be upset and ashamed of herself from either having this 
affair/getaway trip behind her husband or her daughter's back. 
Nicole doesn't say much next and demands the both of you to head on out to catch a train ride 
home.

At the Ticket Booth, the ticket man informs you and Nicole that there would be no moving train 
due to an illegal act of drug handling. 
Return back to the hotel, you and Nicole face it that you both will be spending the night in 
Little Big Pond. 
 - Call First / Calling John First will result in later John calling Nicole 
 - Call Later / Letting Nicole call John first will result in later John calling 

After the call is made, Nicole's stomach growls and you will take her out for an early dinner. 
But before leaving, Nicole switches her top into a more comfortable shirt. 
 - 'You Look Stunning As Usual' / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - 'The Color Matches You Well' / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole 

Depending if you shut down Blues Bar or not, you will either take Nicole to Blues Bar or to a 
Diner. 
 * * * (Blues Bar) 



  While having dinner, you'll be introduced to Mrs.Blues. 
  If during your earlier visit, you've become on good terms with Mr. Blues, he 
will come out to serve you and Nicole. 
  If not, Mrs. Blues will be the one serving you 
   * * * (Friendly term with Mr. Blues) 
    Mr. Blues will ask you if Nicole is your girlfriend. 
     - Yes / Gain 1 point for corrupting Nicole 
    Before Mr. Blues puts in your order, he asks you if you need 
anything else. 
     - Order Wine / Lose 1 point for corrupting Nicole  
      - 07 / Only available if you've been invited to 
the Steakhouse by John (Day Seven).  You will also lose 2 points for corrupting Nicole 
     - Don't Order / You won't order wine for Nicole but she 
will order it herself later on 

   * * * (Not on Friendly term with Mr. Blues) 
    Before Mrs. Blues puts in your order, she asks you if you need 
anything else. 
     - Order Wine / Lose 1 point for corrupting Nicole   
   
  Midway through your meal, you and Nicole are approached by Tyler and his 
friends, along with Josh. 
  Turns out, Tyler is Josh's nephew. 
  At this point, there are two scenarios this scene can play out. 
  If you previously fought with Josh (Day Ten), he will be scared of you and warn 
his Nephew and his buddies to retreat. 
  If you didn't fight with Josh (Day Ten), he will try to insult and hurt you, but 
things will settle down when his sister, Tyler's Mom, appears and drag them both home. 
  In the end, Nicole drinks the Wine happily to enjoy her time. 
  If there's no Wine, Nicole will order herself a bottle. 

 * * * (Diners) 
  While having dinner, you will be approached by the female lifeguard from the 
beach. 
  Depending if earlier, you watched the Volleyball game or swam in the ocean, 
dialogues will be different. 
  While talking with her, Nicole shows signs of jealousy. 
   - Don't Take Responsible / Gain 1 point for corrupting Nicole 
   - Take Responsible / Lose 1 point for corrupting Nicole 

  Before Waitress puts in your order, she asks you if you need anything else. 
     - Order Champagne / Lose 1 point for corrupting Nicole 

  Midway though your meal, you have a deeper conversation as Nicole tries to open 
up her dreams of getting caught by John 
  She fails to express herself and the whole mood becomes dark. 
  In the end, Nicole drinks the Champagne heavily to ease off her mind 
  If there's no Champagne, Nicole will order herself a bottle. 

After dinner, Nicole became easily drunk from drinking alcohol. 
In the hotel room, Nicole wants to use the restroom and demands you to not follow her as she 
wants to do her woman stuff. 
You reluctantly agree and meanwhile, you take this moment to call home to let your parents know 
about the situation. 
Depending on your relationship with Chloe, you will also call her. 

Awhile later, Nicole hasn't returned back and so you head out to look for her. 
At the front desk, you notice the Chubby Receptionist is laughing while looking down to his 
phone. 
 - Ask For Nicole / The Chubby Receptionist will not show you the photo of a girl being 
upskirt 
 - Ask What He's Laughing At / The Chubby Receptionist will proceed to show you a photo 
of a girl being upskirt 

Soon after that, you will catch the Slim Receptionist carrying Nicole. 
If you are suspicious of the Receptionist's, you will be aggressive and rude towards him. 
If you are not suspicious of the Receptionist's, you'll be more polite yet determined. 

You bring Nicole back into your room and the perspective changes to Nicole. 
Nicole has another nightmare of John catching her having an affair which causes Nicole, in 
reality, to panic. 
If your Corruption Points for Nicole is 22 or higher, Nicole will call out for her husband's 
name.
She will also separate herself away from you the moment she learns that she isn't leaning on her 



husband. 
If your Corruption Points for Nicole is 21 or lower, Nicole will call out for you. 
She will remain leaning in your arm, even though you're not her husband. 
 - Place Your Hands On Her Lap / Gain 1 Point for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Place Your Hands On Her Cheeks / Lose 1 Point for Corrupting Nicole 

Nicole, who is still under the influence of alcohol, will proceed to ask you a deep question 
regarding this secret affair. 
 - Describe Her Outer Beauty / Gain 4 Points for Corrupting Nicole 
 - Describe Her Inner Beauty / Lose 4 Points for Corrupting Nicole 

You kiss Nicole and proceed to use this opportunity to ask her a deep question as well. 
If your Corruption Points for Nicole is 45 or higher, Nicole will kiss you back for her answer. 
If your Corruption Points for Nicole is 44 or lower, Nicole answers your question without a 
'guilt' kiss. 
 - 'Nicole...' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name 

After the blowjob scene, Nicole will resume to be on top of you. 
 - Repay The Favor / You will proceed a cunninglingus scene with Nicole 
 - Get Down To Action / No cunninglingus scene with Nicole 

Midway intercourse, John will call either you or his wife. 
If you called John before, he will call Nicole. 
If Nicole called John before, he will call you. 
 * * * (John Calls Nicole) 
  You will be forced to stop as Nicole runs to answer her phone. 
  While on the phone, you notice Nicole has her back turns to you. 
   - Penetrate Her / You will penetrate Nicole from behind, doggy style.  
Future dialogue differences. 
   - Leave Nicole Alone / You will wait for Nicole to finish.  Future 
dialogue differences. 
 * * * (John Calls You) 
  You will be forced to stop as you answer your phone. 
  While on the phone, you notice Nicole waiting patiently yet very unsettled. 
   - Have Nicole Blow You / You will have Nicole blow you while you're on 
the phone with John.  Future dialogue differences. 
   - Leave Nicole Alone / You let Nicole wait for you to finish.  Future 
dialogue differences. 

You lift Nicole up and have her sit on top of you. 
 - 'Ride Me, Nicole...' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name 

 - Cum Inside Her / Gain 1 point for Cumming Inside. 

After falling asleep, you'll wake up in the middle of the night learning that Nicole is gone. 
Seeing that her bag isn't present, you storm out of the hotel room to look for her. 

A perspective changes to Nicole as she's alone at the beach, naked. 
She then proceeds to walk into the ocean. 

--------- Start Of Part 9 

Perspective of the game returns to you as you're running through Little Big Pond, looking for 
Nicole. 
When you learn that the train station isn't open, you head to the beach. 
At the beach, you notice a silhouette of a female figure down at the ocean. 
 - Yell Out / Nicole will not drop herself in the water, slight dialogue differences 
 - Get Closer / Nicole will drop and fully submerge herself in the water and you'll help 
save her, slight dialogue differences 
Both option will have slight dialogue differences but the scenes will mainly be the same. 
Also, if your points on Corrupting Nicole is 40 or higher, you'll speak more bluntly, while 39 
or lower will be more caring. 

After reassuring Nicole's safety, you ask Nicole to dress up and to return back with you. 
At this moment, there will be two routes that will occur. 
If your points of Corrupting Nicole is 26 or lower, Nicole will invite you to a look at the 
stars with her, but you'll lose a sex scene with her. 
If your points of Corrupting Nicole is 27 or higher, Nicole will not invite you, but you'll have 
a chance for a sex scene. 

 * * * (Watch the stars with Nicole) 
  Nicole will point up to a big boulder and ask you a question. 
   - Animals / Unlock mini date with Nicole 
   - Nothing / Fail to unlock mini date with Nicole and will continue as 



*No Mini Date* path 
   - A Couple / Unlock  mini date with Nicole, plus lose 1 Points for 
Corrupting Nicole 
 * * * (Didn't watch the stars with Nicole) 
  You will give Nicole privacy as she dresses herself. 
   - Continue To Wait / Lose 1 Points for Corrupting Nicole, and will not 
see Nicole dressing herself 
   - Peek Over / Gain 1 Points for Corrupting Nicole AND if your points for 
Curropting Nicole is 52 or higher, you'll unlock a hidden sex scene with Nicole. 

Your night will end with Nicole and the perspective will change to John and Silvia. 
Depending if you succeeded in making a great impression with the Watson's or not (Day Sixteen), 
John will either be having fun with Silvia or be torturing her. 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Eighteen (Sunday) 

The perspective returns back to you and Nicole as you are walking through Little Big Pond. 
Nicole will mention that her hip is hurting, and you'll make a joke about it. 
At the train station, the ticket master informs you there's no train running back home, but only 
when it's noon. 
After discussing with Nicole, she makes you buy a ticket to a different city in hopes to catch 
another train home. 
With her hip hurts, you leave Nicole to rest at a nearby bench and resume back to buy the 
tickets. 

The perspective changes to Nicole and as she rests, she notices a family together. 
Nicole is quick to reminisce about her past with her family. 

The perspective comes back to you, and you tell Nicole that you bought the train ride at noon. 
Mad, Nicole scolds at you, but you quickly defend yourself with a Massage Flyer that you picked 
up. 
You want to take Nicole into a massage treatment in hopes to ease out her hip pain. 
Realising your kindness, Nicole agrees to go to this spa with you. 

At the Massage Spa, you meet Becky and Rebecca, your massage therapist and a mother and daughter 
duo. 
Becky, the mom, works on your body while Rebecca, the daughter, works on Nicole's. 

When Becky has you lay on your stomach, you learn that Nicole is also laying on her stomach. 
 - Flirt / You'll blow over to Nicole and depending if you watched the stars with Nicole 
or not, the reaction will be different. 
   * * * (Watch the stars with Nicole) 
    Lose 1 Points for Corrupting Nicole, and Nicole will smile back 
at you. 
   * * * (Didn't watch the stars with Nicole) 
    Gain 1 Points for Corrupting Nicole, and Nicole will not react 
at all. 

After awhile, Becky and Rebecca will switch over. 
When Rebecca is massaging your back, she'll be curious about what you do for life. 
Rebecca also thinks that she has seen you before. 
 - Tell About Your Job / You'll brag about working as an Real Estate Agent. 
 - Go Along With It / You'll talk about how college and studying is tough. 
 - Be Anonymous / You won't talk much and rather be anonymous. 
Each of these three options will result in slight dialogue differences. 

After the massage treatment, you and Nicole are left alone to rest and to let your body soak up 
the remaining oil into your body. 
You speak with Nicole and ask her how she's doing but quickly doze off. 
Waking up from your suddenly black out, you also notice Nicole being quiet. 
Wondering if she's also asleep, you stand up from your bed and walk over to her. 
 - Remove Her Towel / Nicole will notice and remember that you removed her towel.  Gain 1 
Points for Corrupting Nicole.  Lose the chance to brush her hair with your fingers. 
 - Don't Remove / Nicole will notice and remember that you didn't remove her towel.  Lose 
1 Points for Corrupting Nicole.  Gain the chance to brush her hair with your fingers. 

 - 'You Look Lovely, Nicole' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name  

After fingering Nicole, there will be two scene that play out. 
If you received Nicole's special treatment (Day Eleven), you'll get another footjob scene. 
If not, you'll rub your cock between Nicole's breasts.  



You're soon interrupted by Becky as she knocks the door, and fear that she'll notice something 
strange when she walks in, you quickly hop into the shower that's provided in the room. 
Nicole grabs her bathrobe and covers herself as Becky walks in. 
Becky informs Nicole to rinse off the excess oil off her body. 
Nicole asks Becky to leave the room as she will head into the shower for the final treatment. 

The perspective stays onto Nicole as she enters the shower. 
Nicole cannot help herself but pounder on the image of your hard cock. 
Also, if you watched the stars with Nicole, Nicole will smile and laugh at you, 

Nicole proceeds to unknowingly masturbate as a way to let out the frustration that had built up. 
As Nicole lets out her first orgasm, she stops touching herself. 
But strangely, Nicole still feels the pleasure building as if she's still masturbating. 
Nicole believes that because she was thinking so much about you, it somehow tricks her mind that 
she's being touched by you. 
However, she didn't realize that you're literally touching her. 
Only when you whisper her name into her ear is when Nicole figures out that you're REALLY 
touching her. 
Assuring that Becky or Rebecca isn't in the room, Nicole allows herself to embrace in this 
moment. 

Before you reach your limit, if you use Nicole's name 9 times or higher, you'll instantly call 
her name. 
If not, you'll simply use "Mrs. Heavens". 
 - Cum Inside Her / Gain 1 point for Cumming Inside. 

The perspective changes to Abigail, she's searching through Beeman's things according to what 
you answer her when you last saw her. (Day Sixteen) 
Beeman storms in and yells at Abigail to leave his room. 
Abigail expresses that she wants her stolen cigarettes, but this time Beeman didn't buy her 
story. 
Beeman pokes at Abigail and claims that she's looking for IT. 
Abigail says she doesn't know what Beeman is talking about and leaves the room after yelling at 
Beeman. 
Also, depending on your relationship with Chloe, Abigail will mention Chloe. 
This scene ends with Beeman looking at a photo, which seems to be a past photo of him and some 
friends, and chugging down his alcohol. 

Perspective returns to you and you're stepping out of the locker room of the massage place. 
Waiting for Nicole at the lobby, an old man approaches you and talks about your expression. 
The old man talks that you're deeply missing something and if you want to be complete, you must 
reach out your hands when you can. 
Nicole comes out of the locker room and you walk with her towards the train station. 

Fast forward, you're now in the driveway of Nicole's driveway. 
Nicole thank you for your time and tells you that she enjoyed this trip with you. 
You ask if you can come over tonight to see Nicole but she wishes to remain apart for tonight. 
In this part, there are three ways this scene plays out. 

If your points on Corrupting Nicole are 31 or higher, Nicole says goodbye and steps out of your 
car without giving you a chance to say anything back. 
Then if your points on Corrupting Nicole is 60 or higher, you'll step out of the car and catch 
up with Nicole. 
Without words, you press your lips onto Nicole and she instantly accepts a make out session. 
You pull away before lust takes over and drive away, leaving Nicole to pick herself up. 
If not, you'll remain in the car and watch as Nicole enters her home.  No kiss happens and you 
drive away. 

If your points on Corrupting Nicole are 30 or lower, Nicole will lean over and kiss you on the 
cheeks before stepping out of your car. 
You'll zone out from the sudden kiss and before you know it, Nicole is already in her home. You 
then proceed to drive away. 

While driving away, you recap on your story and duties on what to do from here on out before 
driving to Magic Grand. 

Next, we get a perspective of Nicole as she's coming into her home. 
If you kissed her, she'll think about it and wonder if her lipstick is smeared. 
Nicole meets with Chloe at the living room, and sees how happy Chloe is, Nicole feels 
bittersweet. 

The perspective comes back to you as you arrive at Magic Grand. 
At the entrance, you hear Natiya's voice along with Nessa's. 
 - Creep In / You catch Nessa and Natiya horseplaying with each other 



   - Alert Them / Don't get the scene where Nessa licks Natiya's nipple. 
Nessa won't notice you peeping at them. 
   - Continue Watching / Get a scene where Nessa licks Natiya's nipples. 
Nessa will notice you peeping at them. 
 - Knock / You will not catch Nessa and Natiya horseplaying with each other. Don't get 
the scene where Nessa licks Natiya's nipple.  Nessa won't notice you peeping at them. 

Nessa and Natiya will dress up and will ask where you've been. 
 - Mention Little Big Pond / They will remember that you mention Little Big Pond 
 - Don't Mention Little Big Pond / They will remember that you didn't mention Little Big 
Pond 

As the conversation goes, if in Day Sixteen, you openly wanted to try their quarter game, the 
conversation will turn dark as Nessa accuses you and Natiya for rigging the game. 
Nessa and Natiya will argue but quickly reveal that they're only putting on an act to see your 
reaction. 
If in Day Sixteen, you didn't want to try their quarter game, this little scene will not happen. 

When Natiya leaves to use the restroom, Natiya will begin to squeeze out answers from you. 
 - Question Her Motive / Nessa will remember you did question her. 
 - Explain The Story Again / Nessa will remember you didn't question her. 

When you're checking Nessa's account, I recommend checking the 'Marketing Folder' last so that 
you can view all of her folders before the story progresses. 
Unlocking the 5646 folder password. 
 - 28... / First two correct digits 
  
 - 05... / Last two correct digits 

After looking through Nessa's account, Natiya will enter your office and ask where Nessa went. 
 - 'She Had To Run Out For Something Quick' / Nessa will be neutral with you and will 
remember you told Natiya this option 
 - 'She Went Out Buying You Some Medicine' / Nessa will be happy with you and will 
remember you told Natiya this option 
 - 'She Went Out To Grab Some Food' / Natiya will be confuse and suspicious on your 
answer 
      - Continue With The Lie / Nessa will be angry 
with you and will remember you told Natiya this option 
      - Think Of Another Lie / Nessa will be neutral 
with you and will remember you told Natiya this option 

The conversation continues and you'll learn some information about Natiya and Nessa's 
background. 
Natiya then sits in Silvia's desk and shows you the exact photo you saw when you snooped in her 
desk.
Natiya tells you that this person's name is Malcolm. 

Nessa returns and begins Natiya away from your office. 
Using the new information you got from Natiya, you log into Silvia's computer. 
Using 'Malcolm' you pass the password security and find pictures of Silvia and Malcolm at the 
beach, happily. 
Realizing that there's no information about Silvia and John, you shut the computer down and 
resume Magic Grand work at your desk. 

Time flies by, and you find yourself missing Nicole. 
Staring out the window, the perspective changes to Nicole, who is also staring out the window. 
Depending on your relationship with Chloe, Nicole and Chloe could either be having a small 
argument or having a decent conversation. 
If Chloe remains your girlfriend and faithfull, Nicole will think about you and her daughter 
having sex. 

The perspective changes back to you as you return home. 
You meet your parents at the dining table and have a talk with them. 
Your parents will reveal to you that you're officially graduating from school. 
Depending on your relationship with Chloe, your reaction will be different. 
Your parents also want you to attend the graduation ceremony that is happening this week. 

After a while, the doorbell rings and you move out of the kitchen to answer the door. 
In this scene, you'll either be visited by Marilyn or Chloe, depending on your relationship and 
route with Chloe. 
 * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) 
  Marilyn will visit you. 
   - 'Long Time No See, Marilyn' / Gain 2 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
   - 'I Was Hoping To Have Another Marilyn Free Day' / Lose 2 point for 



being Marilyn's Friend 
  Marilyn wants to discuss Chloe and Beeman and so you take her into your room for 
privacy. 
  In your room, Marilyn lays out her plan to you and you reluctantly agree to it. 
  After talking about Chloe and Beeman, Marilyn wants to know about your trip with 
Nicole and so you tell her about that too. 
  You begin telling her everything, including your encounter with the Blues. 
  Before Marilyn leaves, she'll ask you if you want to listen to an encounter of 
Chloe and Beeman when you were away. 
   - Listen To The Story / Marilyn will ask you again to secure your 
decision 
      - Listen / You'll see a scene of Chloe and 
Beeman. 
      - Don't Listen / You'll see no scene of Chloe 
and Beeman. 
   - Don't Listen To The Story / You'll see no scene of Chloe and Beeman. 

 * * * (Non NTR Route / Chloe remains your girlfriend) 
  Chloe will visit you and you'll take her into your room. 
  Chloe expresses that she misses you dearly and soon you soon become intimate. 
   - Kiss Chloe / You'll get a blowjob scene from Chloe. 
     If you receive Chloe's deepthroat action from back in 
day Nine, you'll get one again. 
     If not, you'll just get a regular blowjob. 
   - Draw Back / No blowjob scene from Chloe and as you step away, you'll 
receive a back hug from Chloe 

 * * * (NTR / Chloe is no longer your Girlfriend) 
  Marilyn will visit you. 
   - 'Long Time No See, Marilyn' / Gain 2 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
   - 'I Was Hoping To Have Another Marilyn Free Day' / Lose 2 point for 
being Marilyn's Friend 
  Marilyn wants to discuss your trip with Nicole, and so you take her into your 
room for privacy. 
  You begin telling her everything, including your encounter with the Blues. 
  Before Marilyn leaves, she'll ask you if you want to listen to an encounter of 
Chloe and Beeman when you were away. 
   - Listen To The Story / Marilyn will ask you again to secure your 
decision 
      - Listen / You'll see a scene of Chloe and 
Beeman. 
      - Don't Listen / You'll see no scene of Chloe 
and Beeman. 
   - Don't Listen To The Story / You'll see no scene of Chloe and Beeman. 

After Marilyn/Chloe leave, you hit the shower and prepare yourself to go see Abigail. 
At the foyer, your mother tries to stop you from going out. 
You tell her that you need to go out tonight and that you'll be back late. 

A scene of Jenny and Hal talking about their son's happiness and them hiding secrets occurs. 

The perspective returns to you as you're walking through the hospital hall. 
Soon, you hear a voice that is similar to Abigail's. 
Following the voice, you catch Abigail with someone. 

In the scene, if you visit Abigail on the first night in Day Thirteen, Abigail is with the old 
patient again. 
The old patient is feeling up Abigail's thighs. 
After letting the old patient smell her thighs too, Abigail sends him off to sleep. 
If you didn't visit Abigail on the first night, Abigail will be with a young boy. 
The young boy is holding onto Abigail's hands. 
After kissing the boy in the forehead, Abigail sends him off to sleep. 

When Abigail walks back, you have the option to scare her BUT ONLY if you flirted with her from 
before.  (Day Ten) 
 * * * (FlirtedWithAbi) 
  - Scare Her / Result in Abigail punching you 
  - Don't Scare Her / Abigail will not punch you 

Conversation with Abigail will be slightly different depending if you visit her before or not. 

You're also able to feel Abigail's thighs but ONLY... 
If you visit her before AND if you complimented her breast on Day Eleven, Abigail will ask you 



if you'd like to feel her thighs too. 
 - Agree / Get the chance to feel and smell Abigail's thighs. 
 - Disagree/ Lose the chance to feel and smell Abigail's thighs. 

Abigail will lead you into the Nurse's lounge to continue the conversation. 
You ask her again to help you collect the data about the girls who come here to get their depo 
shots. 
Abigail asks why you want to know so much despite the dangerous outcome. 
 - For Love / Lose 2 Points for Corrupting Nicole 
 - For Dominance / Gain 2 Points for Corrupting Nicole 
Abigail then figures out that Magic Grand's CEO is John, Nicole's husband. 
Abigail realizes and becomes understanding after hearing your story to win over Nicole's heart. 
Abigail also makes a deal with you that she'll help you in exchange for finding something for 
her. 
Abigail wants you to bring back a vase that holds her dead sister's Nanci's ashes that Beeman 
hid from her. 
You agree to bring Nanci back for the data. 
Abigail gives you a spare key to her place, and her address, along with a photo of young Abigail 
with her sister's vase. 

Before leaving, depending on what route you're on, you also inform Abigail about your plan with 
Marilyn to get rid of Beeman, 
Also, if you agree to feel Abigail's thighs, she'll let you touch them before you leave. 

Driving home, again, you find yourself missing Nicole. 
Despite Nicole wanting a night away from you, you drive by Nicole's place to look at her house. 

At this moment, Deal 14 will only occur depending on your points on Corrupting Nicole. 
 * * * (Yes Deal 14) 
  Your points on Corrupting Nicole is 58 or lower. 
  Lose 2 Points for Corrupting Nicole. 
  You'll enter Nicole's place and find her taking a shower. 
   - Check On Chloe / You'll check on Chloe and lose seeing Nicole step out 
of the bathroom.  Chloe will also later knock on the bathroom door. 
     Depending on your relationship with Chloe, the outcome 
of this scene will be different 
     * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) 
      Chloe will be studying 
     * * * (Non NTR Route / Chloe remains your girlfriend) 
      Chloe will be watching porn videos while 
practicing blowjob and penetrating with a dildo 
     * * * (NTR / Chloe is no longer your Girlfriend) 
      Chloe will be studying 
     After checking up on Nicole, find Nicole already out of 
the shower and using the sink. 
   - Remain Here / You'll get a few extra renders of Nicole showering and 
stepping out of the shower.  Chloe will not knock on the bathroom door. 
     You watch Nicole as she walks over to the sink. 
   
   - Notify Nicole / You'll lose the chance to imagine Nicole in all the 
dresses she wore till now and scaring her. 
   - Walk In / You'll gain the chance to imagine Nicole in all the dresses 
she wore till now and scaring her. 

  Nicole will ask you how long you've been peeping at her. 
   - 'I Was Wondering How You Are Doing' / Lose 1 Points for Corrupting 
Nicole. 
   - 'A while, Maybe Fifteen Minutes' / Gain 1 Points for Corrupting 
Nicole. 
    
  You will only get these option if Chloe is your girlfriend and you are not on 
the NTR Route. 
   - Explain It To Her / Lose 1 Points for Corrupting Nicole. 
   - Let Her Guess / Gain 1 Points for Corrupting Nicole. 
   
  After kissing her naked shoulders, a special moment will occur. 
  There were a total of 12 times when you got to call her by her name, and if you 
did it everytime, you'll unlock using her name freely. 
  If not, you'll continue using the usual "Mrs. Heavens". 
   
  Nicole wants you to turn on the shower and have the water run. 
   - 'I'll Be Back' / Lose 1 Point for Corrupting Nicole. 
   - '...You've Learned My Tactic, Huh?' / Gain 1 Points for Corrupting 
Nicole. 



  When you return from turning on the shower, you notice Nicole already in 
position for Doggystyle. 
  If you previously spanked her, you'll get to spank her again. (Day Sixteen) 

   - Cum Inside / Gain 1 point for Cumming Inside. 

  After cumming, you both drop onto the floor. 
  If you checked on Chloe earlier, she'll knock on the door to check on her 
mother. 
   
  Nicole turns to look at you and instantly drops her body at you 
  Nicole slowly moves down and begins to suck you off. 
  Depending if Chloe knocks on the door or not, slight dialogues will be 
different.

  After cumming again, you throw your body onto Nicole this time. 
  But suddenly, you hear a sound coming from behind you, and as you look over, you 
see a dark figure moving away from the window. 
  Fearing that someone has spotted you and Nicole, you have no choice but to check 
outside, leaving Nicole alone. 
  * * * (Using Nicole's Name Freely) 
   You'll use her name as you bid farewell. 
  * * * (Not Using Nicole's Name Freely) 
   - 'Good Night Then, Nicole' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name  

  Outside, you circle around the house but find no one. 
  Soon enough, it turns out to be Marilyn who was responsible for the noise and 
movement of the dark figure. 

 * * * (No Deal 14) 
  Your points on Corrupting Nicole is 59 or higher. 
  Gain 2 Points for Corrupting Nicole. 
  Marilyn will knock on your car window and you'll step out to talk with her. 
  Depending if you meet Marilyn before or not, dialogue will be different. 

  * * * (Didn't Meet Marilyn Before) 
   - 'Long Time No See, Marilyn' / Gain 2 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
   - 'I Was Hoping To Have Another Marilyn Free Day' / Lose 2 point for 
being Marilyn's Friend 

After Talking for a while with Marilyn, she tells you that she's also been following the man 
from Day Fifteen. 
 * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) 
  You also update Marilyn about the plan with Beeman and show her the photo of the 
missing vase. 
  Marilyn has the same vase and she thinks it's good if it's replaced to avoid 
suspicion.
  You agree and ask her to join you tomorrow. 

The perspective then changes to Nicole as she's staring out the window. 
Depending if you Deal 14 happened or not, her dialogue will be different. 
Nicole proceeds to look under the bed to look at a pair of panties, it appears to not be 
Nicole's. 
Despair, Nicole thinks about what MC said at Little Big Pond as she flashbacks to when she first 
saw the panty earlier this afternoon. 

The scene ends with Nicole cuddling with her pillow and calling out your name.  
OR 
The scene ends with Nicole masturbating while calling out your name. 
 This masturbation scene is unlockable ONLY if Deal 14 did NOT happen. 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Nineteen (Monday) 

--------- Start Of Part 10 

Next morning, you are in your garage preparing to invade Beeman's place. 
While looking for the nessary tools, you will think about Nicole. 
Flashback sequence starts and inner thoughts will be different depending if Deal14 happened or 
not (Day Eighteen). 
Your father will walk in and have a chat with you. 
Depending on your relationship with Chloe, the conversation will be slight different. 



 - 'I Was With Chloe Last Night' / Your parents will not be aware of your friendship with 
Abigail and will not be suspicious of you.   
 - 'I Wasn't With Chloe Last Night' / Your parents will be aware of your friendship with 
Abigail and will not be suspicious of you.   
Before your father leaves, if your friendship points with Marilyn are 10 or below, he will 
mention your friendship with Nicole. 
Turns out, Marilyn have been telling your parents about how close you've gotten to Nicole. 

After talking with your father, you'll join your mother for breakfast. 
During the start of breakfast, you notice your mother a bit gloomy. 
 - 'Is Something Wrong?' / No mother library date and sex scene with Nicole. 
 - '...Say, What Are Your Plans For Today?' / Unlock a date with your mother to the 
library and sex scene with Nicole. 

When washing the dishes, the doorbell will ring. 
Your mother will leave to answer the door as you wash the dishes. 
During this moment, depending on your relationship with Chloe, the outcome and dialogues will be 
slightly different. 
 * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) / (NTR / Chloe is no longer your Girlfriend) 
  Marilyn will be at the door. 
  If your friendship points with Marilyn is 10 or below, she will flirt with 
Jenny. 
  When Marilyn sees you washing dishes, she will tease you and ask for you to 
greet her.
   - Greet Her / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend. 
   - Ignore Her / Lose 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend. 
   

 * * * (Non NTR Route / Chloe remains your girlfriend) 
  Both Chloe and Marilyn will be at the door. 
  If your friendship points with Marilyn is 10 or below, she will flirt with 
Jenny. 
  Chloe will come and ask you to take her to school. 

  while you're walking Chloe to her class, Beeman appears and starts trouble. 
   - Defend Marilyn / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend. 
   - Don't Defend Marilyn / Lose 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend 
   
   - Talk Back / Slight dialogue differences and you won't kiss Chloe in 
front of Beeman  
   - Don't Stir More Trouble / Slight dialogue differences and you will 
kiss Chloe in front of Beeman  

You leave school grounds with Marilyn and drive to Beeman's place. 
At Beeman's place, you will find that no one is home. 
 - Split Up / Gain 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend.  You will also learn of Beeman's 
favorite drink which will benefit you if on ChloeIsStrange Path. 
   You can also check the other rooms before heading up stairs  
    - Left Door / Abigial's room.   
      You will get a secret note from Abigail if you 
compliment her breast (Day Eleven) and touched her thighs (Day Eighteen). 
 - Don't Split Up / Lose 1 point for being Marilyn's Friend.  You will not learn of 
Beeman's favorite drink which will benefit you if on ChloeIsStrange Path. 
   You cannot search the other rooms and will only go into Abigail's room 
AFTER finding the ash vase. 

In Beeman's room, you and Marilyn will start looking for the ash vase. 
 - Say Something / Gain 2 points for being Marilyn's Friend and she will remember you 
comfort her. 
 - Leave Her Be / Lose 2 points for being Marilyn's Friend and she will remember you did 
not comfort her. 

After finding the vase, Marilyn will leave to wash her hands. 
You will find that Marilyn is taking a long time and will follow up on her. 
Coming back downstairs, you'll find Marilyn in Abigail's room. 
Depending if you've been in her room before, the dialogues with Marilyn will be slighty 
different.
If this is your first visit, you will get a secret note from Abigail if you compliment her 
breast (Day Eleven) and touched her thighs (Day Eighteen). 
If this is your second visit, Marilyn will tease you if you had seen the secret note on your 
first visit. 

When you leave Beeman's place, Marilyn will tell you to stop by the side of the street. 



A conversation will happen, and if earlier your father talked to you about Marilyn, you will 
confront Marilyn here. 
 - 'Thank You, Marilyn' / Gain 1 points for being Marilyn's Friend 
    Marilyn will also thank you if you comfort her when she was mad 
at Beeman's house 

The perspective of the game will change to Nicole. 
If Deal14 happened in Day Eighteen Nicole will be cleaning the kitchen. 
If Deal14 did not happen in Day Eightteen, Nicole will be masturbating. 

The perspective then changes back to MC. 
Upon entering Magic Grand, Nessa comes to you with an angry face. 
After a quick talk, Nessa reveals that she's only messing with you by acting angry. 
 - Continue The Talk From Yesterday / Nessa will remember you keep pesturing her to talk. 
Natiya then joins in the converastion and afterawhile, you leave to your office. 

In your office, you catch Silvia staring out by the window again. 
 - Let Silvia Know Of Your Presence / Won't over hear Silvia talking on the phone. 
 - Remain Quiet / Will over hear silvia talking on the phone. 
While having a conversation with Silvia, you will use this chance to make her open up to you. 
Silvia then will ask you a personal question regarding the significant other. 
 - '...I Will Wait For Eternity...' / Silvia will remember your answer and will have more 
faith for Malcolm's return. 
 - '...I Will Wait, But...' / Silvia will remember your answer and will have less faith 
for Malcolm's return. 

 - Mention Malcolm / Silvia will leave the room, upset at you.  No more futhur 
conversation during this scene. Future dialogue differences. 
 - Don't Mention Malcolm / More conversation with Silvia, and you'll leave her on a good 
note.  Future dialogue differences. 

After leaving your office, you enter John's office to deliver his photos. 
John will ask you how is your day coming along. 
 - Answer John / John will remember you answering his question, resulting future dialogue 
differences. 
 - Change Topic / John will remember you ignoring his question, resulting future dialogue 
differences. 

Once you give John the photos you took at Little Big Pond, you will confront him about the 
Blues. 
 - Mention How John Slept With Kathy / John will remember your answer and will have more 
trust in you.   
      This option may also have major dialogue 
differences in the future. 
 - Mention The Blues Wedding Day / John will remember your answer and will have less 
trust in you.   
      This option may also have major dialogue 
differences in the future. 
After talking about the Blues, John will ask you about Little Big Pond. 
Depending if you saw the stars with Nicole or not (Day Seventeen), the dialogue will be slightly 
different.
Before you leave John's office, John will give you your first pay. 

In your office, you check how much you earned and it isn't much. 
You'll then start to fantasize about Nicole. 
Depending if you've gone to the steakhouse dinner (Day Seven) or not, her dress will be 
different.
Also, if your points on corrupting Nicole is 48 or higher, Nicole will be in a different pose. 

If you've gone to the steakhouse with the Heaven's family, you'll fantasize Nicole in her dress 
(Day Seven). 
If you did not go to the steakhouse, you'll fantasize Nicole in her dress during your first 
dinner date. 
During this moment, there is an additional scene that is unlocked ONLY if you were invited by 
your mother to go on a date with her (Day Nineteen). 
If not, you'll recieve a text from Abigail to meet her at the ice cream shop. 

* * * (Mother Library Date) 
 After getting a text from your mother, you leave the office to return home. 
 You pick up your mother and drive her to the local library. 
  - 'Well, Uhh... Thanks?' / Your mother will NOT tease you for wanting to leave 
early. 
  - 'Don't Mention It, Glad To Have Helped' / Your mother will tease you for 



wanting to leave early 
 After while, your mother will notice Chloe and Nicole from afar. 
 Depending on your relationship with Chloe, few parts of the dialogues and scenes will 
play out differently. 
  * * * (Non NTR Route / Chloe remains your girlfriend) 
   When your mother and Nicole talk, Chloe will be polite. 
   Your mother will insist you take Chloe away to spend some alone time. 
   When doing so, depending if Deal14 happened or not (Day Eighteen), the 
scene will be different. 
    * * * (Deal14 Happened) 
     You will walk Chloe away, but you'll feel guilty for 
doing so. 
    * * * (Deal14 Didn't Happened) 
     You will walk Chloe away while being extra close to make 
Nicole jealous. 

   The perspective of the game will change to Nicole as she's talking with 
Jenny. 
   Jenny will ask Nicole a question regarding you behavior. 
   Depending on your path with Nicole, she will answer differently. 
   If you watched the stars with Nicole during Day Seventeen, Nicole will 
say nicer things about you. 
   But if you didn't watched the stars with Nicole, your points on 
corrupting Nicole must be 26 or lower to get the same outcome. 
   Then if Deal14 happened during Day Eighteen, Nicole will also say nicer 
things about you, even complimenting you. 
   But if Deal14 didn't happened, Nicole will be a bit doubtful of your 
affections. 
   After describing your behavior and character, your mother will tease 
Nicole, causing her to be flustered. 
   And Marilyn was gossiping with your parents from before (Day Nineteen), 
your mother will mention her to Nicole. 
   You will then appear from behind, talk for a bit, then leave after 
giving Nicole and your mother each a book. 
   Nicole will also excuse herself to use the restroom. 

  * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) / (NTR / Chloe is no longer your Girlfriend) 
   When your mother and Nicole talk, Chloe will be rude towards your 
mother. 
   Nicole and your mother will leave you and Chloe alone as they seek the 
librain's help.   
    - 'I Thought You Were Done Searching' / I recommend saying this 
one first or second. 
    - 'What Book Are You Looking For?' / I recommend saying this one 
first or second. 
    - 'How Have You Been Doing?' / I recommend saying this one 
third, as Chloe will thank you with an sincere heart. 
        If not, Chloe will continue to 
be rude. 
    - Say Nothing / Dialogue differences if you used one of any of 
the following choices above. 
   During your conversation with Chloe, depending if you're on Chloe Is 
Strange Path or not, the conversation will end differently. 

   Soon after, your mother and Nicole will return, and you all will depart 
away.
   After spending some time with your mother, you will lie to her that 
you're going back to talk to Chloe but in reality, to go see Nicole. 
    - Kiss Her Head / Loes 1 Point for Corrupting Nicole. 
    - Bite Her Ear / Gain 1 Point for Corrupting Nicole. 
    
 A fade to black happens and you're making out with Nicole at a more private area. 
 During this sex scene, dialogues will be different depending if Deal14 happened or not 
(Day Eighteen). 
 Dialogues will be more romance if Deal14 happened, while dialogues will be more lustful 
if Deal14 didn't happened. 
  - 'You're So Beautiful...' / Lose 2 points for Corrupting Nicole. 
  - 'You're So Sexy...' / Gain 2 points for Corrupting Nicole. 

  - Surprise Her / Gain 1 points for Corrupting Nicole, and depending if Deal14 
happened or not (Day Eighteen), her dialogues will be different. 
  - Don't Risk It / Lose 1 points for Corrupting Nicole, and depending if Deal14 
happened or not (Day Eighteen), her dialogues will be different. 



  - Cum Inside Her / Gain 2 point for Cumming Inside. 
 After cumming, Nicole will ask you to leave. 
 But if your corruption points on Nicole is 66 or higher, you'll convince Nicole into 
giving you a blowjob.  Anything lower, you return back upstairs. 
 Once finish with the sex scene, Nicole will ask you to be careful when returning back. 
 If you are already calling Nicole by her first name, you'll won't get this furthur 
option (Day Eighteen). 
  - 'You Be Careful When Coming Out Too, Nicole' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her 
Name 
  
 After the sex scene with Nicole, you will leave first while Nicole follows afterwards. 
  * * * (Non NTR Route / Chloe remains your girlfriend) 
   You will return to Chloe and you both will return to your mother's. 
   A quick scene will occur while Chloe, Jenny, and Nicole are hanging out. 
   During this scene, Nicole will look at you from afar, smiling at you. 

  * * * (NTR-Chloe Is Strange) / (NTR / Chloe is no longer your Girlfriend) 
   You will return to your mother and go immediatly home. 
  
 Returning from the library, you will get a text from Abigail. 
 You leave your mother while you drive to meet Abigial at the ice cream shop. 

At the ice cream shop, you'll meet up with Abigail. 
Shortly after arriving, a waitress brings in two root beer float to your table. 
 - 'I'll Order Next Time' / Abigial will invite you to a dinner date in the future.  This 
option is only avaliable if you flirted with Abigail in Day Four. 

 - Give Her The Bag / Abigail will remember and appreciate you in this option.  Future 
dialogue differences. 
 - Mention The Documents / Abigail will remember this option.  Future dialogue 
differences. 
  
 - 'Your Sister Would Be Happy Too' / Dialogue differences 
 - 'I've Never Seen You This Reserved' / Dialogue differences 
Depending if you accept John's offer to spend the night at his place in Day Ten or not, the next 
set of multiple choices will be labeled different, but they will have the same results. 
 - 'We Went To Grab Some Food' / Abigail will be pleased. Future dialogues differees.  
This option is only avaliable if you flirted with Abigail in Day Ten. 
 - 'We Went To Grab Ice Cream' OR 'We Went To Grab Some Kebabs Together' / Abigail will 
be pleased. Future dialogues differences. 
 - 'You Drove Me Home After The School Dance' / Abigail will not be pleased. Future 
dialogues differees. 
If you compliment Abigail's breast during Day Ten, you'll get an additional short conversation. 
Before leaving, Abigail will ask you to do her another favor by holding onto Nanci as she 
prepares to leave town. 

In your car, you will resume to look at the documents. 
But when you find that the document has nothing relating to Silvia, you throw a fit. 
Eventually, you'll look at the documents again and this time, you'll recognize a familiar 
surname. 
You put the pieces together and leanrn that Vicky Baker's sister, Mimi, is in the list. 
Wanting to ask and check the place of the two sisters, you drive over to their home. 

At the Baker's house, you knock on the door and a woman answers your knock. 
It is Vicky who opens the door. 
 - Mention Magic Grand / Vicky will become hostile. 
  - Show Your Business Card / Vicky will be friendly towards you. Future dialogues 
differences 
  - Ask For Her Sister / Vicky will stay unfriendly to you. Future dialogues 
differences 
 - Don't Mention Magic Grand / Future dialogues differences, and Vicky will friendly 
towards you.  

After talking with Vicky, you will catch Silvia driving by. 
Curious to learn where she is heading to,  you follow her. 

You follow Silvia to Ocean Hill. 
 - Go Up To Silvia / Silvia will not apprecaite you for inturpting her.  Future dialogue 
differences.  
 - Stay Back / Silvia will apprecaite you for not inturpting her and.  Future dialogue 
differences.  
Once Silvia is done praying, she'll invite you over to her side. 
The conversation will be slighty different if you mentioned Malcolm to Silvia or not earlier 
back at the office (Day Nineteen). 



 - 'Was It For Malcolm?' / This option is only avaliable if you mentioned Malcolm to 
Silvia in Day Nineteen. 

 - Talk About Her Gift / Go with this option first if you want to hug Silvia in the 
future, however this option is only unlocked if you eavesdrop on Silvia (Day Nineteen). 
After Silvia explains Malcolm's backstory, the dialogues will be different depending on your 
answer when waiting on your significant other (Day Nineteen). 
Dialogues will also be different, depending if you know the Sivlia's poem or not (Day Sixteen). 
John will call Silvia, and you two will leave Ocean Hill to a clothing store. 

At the clothing store, you're introduce to Alicia Robinson. 
 - Offer Your Business Card / Alicia will be impress by your actions.  Future dialogue 
differences. 
 - Introduce Yourself / Alicia will be neutral to you.  Future dialogue difference. 
Silvia will then be trying on two different dresses. 
Silvia will ask you about your ideal type. 
 - Glasses / Gain 1 point for referring Nicole to your ideal type 
 - Long Hair / Gain 1 point for referring Chloe to your ideal type 

 - Compliment Silvia / You'll make Silvia feel uncomfortable, and you will not get a 
sincere thank you from her when you leave the room. 
 - Compliment The Dress / You'll make Silvia feel comfortable, and you MAY get a sincere 
thank you from her when you leave the room. 
    Go with this option if you want to walk arm in arm with Silvia 
in a later event. 

 - Take A Closer Look / Get additonal scene of Silvia in a dress and when she wears her 
second dress 
 - Change Outfit / Lose additional scene of Silvia in a dress and when she wears her 
second dress 

 - Round Face / Gain 1 point for referring Chloe to your ideal type 
 - Red Lipstick / Gain 1 point for referring Nicole to your ideal type 
Shortly after this between 'Round Face' or 'Red Lipstick', there will be three outcome regarding 
to Silvia's knowledge.  She will remember each depending on your points. 
If you referred Nicole twice as your ideal type, Silvia will remember that Nicole is your ideal.  
Future dialogues differences. 
If you refeered Nicole once as your ideal type, Silvia will remember it as a neutral .  Future 
dialogues differences. 
If you refeered Nicole zero times, Silvia will remember that Chloe is your ideal. Future 
dialogues differences. 

 - Intimacy In Bed / Gain 2 point for Corrupting Nicole. 
 - Love Beats All / Lose 2 points for Corrupting Nicole. 

 - Peek / Silvia will notice you peeking, and you'll will learn of Silvia's green panty, 
however you will not get a sincere thank you from her when you leave the room. 
 - Remain Still / Silvia will not notice you peeking, and you'll not learn of Silvia's 
green panty, however you will get a sincere thank you from her when you leave the room. 
   Go with this option if you want to walk arm in arm with Silvia in a 
later event. 
 - The Previous Dress / Nicole will be wearing this dress at the upcoming dinner scene. 
 - The Current Dress / Nicole will be wearing this dress at the upcoming dinner scene. 
When you're done picking out the dress, you will leave the room. 
If you 'Compliment The Dress' and 'Remain Still', Silvia will call you back into the room and 
give you a sincere thank you. 

Stepping out into the front of the clothes store, you find Alicia. 
Depending if earlier you gave her your card or not, some dialogues will be different. 
 - Mention The New Store Location / You'll get more story regarding Alicia and Magic 
Grand.  I recommend going with this option first. 

 - Ask Alicia Again / Alicia will learn that you're persistant to ask her questions and 
she'll let John know.  Future dialogues differences. 
 - Go Along With Her Topic / Alicia will learn that you're not persistant to ask her 
questions and she'll let John know.  Future dialogues differences. 

When Alicia leaves, you'll meet up with Silvia again. 
You two will leave the dressing store to meet John at a restaurant. 
In the parking lot, if Silvia thanked you earlier at the dressing store, she'll come to your 
side and hold onto your arms. 
You will also get a get a few more extra renders. 

Entering the private room, you'll meet John. 



John ask you and Silvia to wait while another guest is supposingly to come, and a converstation 
starts. 
 - Invite Silvia / Silvia will be happy that you invited her.  Future Dialogue 
differnces. 
 - Say Nothing / Future Dialogue differnces. 
John forces a bracelet onto Nicole. 
 - Go Along With John / John will remember this.  Future dialogue differences. 
 - Lie / John will remember this.  Future dialogue differences. 
John then kisses Nicole in front of you and Silvia. 
 - Stop John / Everyone at the table will remember you stopping John.  Future dialogue 
differences. 
   Stopping John will also make him kiss Nicole more in front of you in 
later events. 
 - Don't React / Future dialogue differences. 
After both Silvia and Nicole leaves the room, John hints over to you that he wants a drink. 
 - Drink / John will remember this.  Future dialogue differences. 
 - Don't Drink / John will remember this.  Future dialogue differences. 

 - 'You're Twisted' / John will remember this.  Future dialogue differences. 
 - 'Apologize, When She Gets Back' / John will remember this.  Future dialogue 
differences. 
Silvia and Nicole will return back into the room. 
A short conversation happens and the Heavens's leaves. 
Silvia will ask about your love towards Nicole and depending on Deal 14 happened or not, your 
answer will be different. 

 - Say Something / Silvia will be happy and remember your behavior.  Future dialogue 
differences. 
 - Say Nothing / Silvia will be sad and remember your behavior.  Future dialogue 
differences. 

Once you leave the restaurant, you will drive to Nicole's place. 
You will notice someone stepping out of the house and it turns out to be Nicole. 
She brings the trash to the side of the curb and you step out to see her. 

 - Mention Her Dress / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole. 
 - Compliment Her / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole. 

 - 'Are You Okay, Nicole?' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name.  You only get this option 
if you didn't take your mother to the library (Day Nineteen). 

 - 'Did You Like It?' / Lose 1 point for Corrupting Nicole. 
 - 'Did You Hate It?' / Gain 1 point for Corrupting Nicole. 

 - Back Hug Nicole / You'll come from behind to give Nicole a hug. 
 - Get In Front Of Her / You'll get in front of her and hold Nicole's hands. 

At this moment, Deal 15 will only occur depending if Deal 14 did not happen. 
 * * * (Yes Deal 15) 
  Before kissing Nicole, a special moment will occur. 
  Similar to Deal14, there were a total of 13 times when you got to call her by 
her name, and if you did it everytime, you'll unlock using her name freely. 
  If not, you'll continue using the usual "Mrs. Heavens". 

  You will lift her dress and look at her panty, and it can either be the green 
panty Nicole found last night or her usual black one. 
   * * * (Green Panty) 
    You will get the green panty if your points for corrupting 
Nicole is 70 or higher. 
    Also, if you peek at Silvia when she was changing back at the 
clothes shop, you will recognize the panty but keep it to yourself. 
    Future dialogue differences. 

   * * * (Black Panty) 
    You will get the black panty if your points for corrupting 
Nicole is 69 or lower. 
    Future dialogue differences. 
  A blowjob scene will occur, follow up by a sex scene. 
   - Creampie Nicole / 1 point for Cumming Inside Nicole 
   
  After having sex, Nicole will invite you to cuddle with her for a moment. 
  You'll rest your head onto her chest. 
  If you're already saying her name comfortably, you won't get this next part. 
   - 'Good Night, Nicole' / Gain 1 point for Calling Her Name. 



  You then will part your own ways after that short cuddle moment. 

 * * * (No Deal 15) 
  You and Nicole will share a fiery and passionate kiss, then she will leave back 
into her home. 
  Before closing the door, Nicole will look back and smile at you. 
  You then will drive home, calling it a night. 

Perspective will then change into Silvia as she's returning home from the restaurant dinner. 
She walks in and looks herself in the mirror before calling John. 
After the phone call, Silvia will ponder the thought of John and his doings to her. 
Lastly, she'll look at a photo of Malcolm and her whiling thinking about what you said to her 
while at Ocean Hill. 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 
  ************************ Day: Nineteen (Tuesday) 

--------- Start Of Part 10 

Next morning, you are at school helping your senior classmates preparing for Senior BLANK Night. 
Depending on what route you're on, you're either here because of Chloe or dragged by Marilyn to 
be here. 

While talking with Marilyn, you notice her new outfit. 
 - Compliment Her Style / Slight future dialogue differences. 
 - Show No Interest / Slight future dialogue differences. Minus one point for being 
Marilyn's friend. 
 - Talk About Her Exotic Approach / Marilyn will remember this.  Slight future dialogue 
differences. Gain one point for being Marilyn's friend. 

Marilyn does not trust Silvia and warns you to do the same. 
 - 'It's Going To Be Hard To Trust Her' / You will be less trusting of Silvia. Future 
dialogue differences. 
 - 'I Am Going To Trust Her' / You will continue to trust Silvia fully. Future dialogue 
differences. 

The conversation continues with Marilyn, and she starts insulting you for your recent cowardly 
behavior towards John. 
 - Curse At Marilyn / Marilyn will remember this. 
 - Remain Quiet / Marilyn will remember this. 

During this part; there are three routes, but two of them are very similar. 
 * * * (Non NTR Route / Chloe remains your girlfriend) 
   Chloe will enter the conversation and reveal her new set of outfit. 
   After a short conversation with Chloe and Marilyn happens, then your 
phone rings. 
   You step away to take the call, who apparently is your mother calling 
you, then return back to tell the girls that you're leaving. 
    - Ask Her Again / You will unlock a naughty scene where you 
perform a cunnilingus to Chloe. 
       If you checked on Chloe during Deal14 
(Day 18), Chloe will return the favor with a blowjob/deepthroat 
    - Drop It / You will lose a naughty scene where you perform a 
cunnilingus to Chloe. 

  * * * (NTR - Chloe Is Strange) 
   You and Marilyn will notice Chloe from faraway as she's with her group 
of friends. 
   And once Chloe's friends leaves to grab paint, you will approach her to 
start up a conversation. 
   Depending if 'MotherLibraryDate' scene happened or not, slight dialogues 
will be different from Chloe. 

  * * * (NTR - Chloe is no longer your Girlfriend) 
   You and Marilyn will notice Chloe from faraway as she's with her group 
of friends. 
   Marilyn tells you that they are preparing for a last dance, and you 
decide not to go over to start a conversation with Chloe. 

At the school's parking lot, Marilyn will either follow you or have waited for you. 
After a short conversation, Marilyn will propose to follow you to visit Nicole. 
 - Allow Marilyn To Watch / Marilyn will be pleased with you and will watch you and 



Nicole have sex through a nearby window.  Gain three points for being Marilyn's friend. 
 - Don't Allow Marilyn To Watch / Marilyn will be upset with you and will not stick 
around to watch you and Nicole.  Minus three points for being Marilyn's friend. 

Upon entering the Heavens's household, you catch Nicole vacuuming in the living room. 
 - Play With Her / You will approach her from behind and squeeze her left butt cheeks.  
Gain two points for corrupting Nicole 
 - Back Hug Her / You will approach her from behind and hug her.  Minus two points for 
corrupting Nicole 

 - Push It Out Of Nicole / Gain one point for corrupting Nicole. 
 - Don't Say Anything More / Minus one point for corrupting Nicole. 

During this scene, there are only two ways Nicole will not be wearing John's bracelet. 
First option is if you watched the stars with Nicole at Little Big Pond (Day Seventeen). 
Second option is having your corruption point on Nicole 31 or lower. 
If you didn't unlock the star gazing scene AND have corruption point 32 or higher, Nicole WILL 
wear the bracelet. 

Depending if she's wearing the bracelet or not, dialogues will be different between you and 
Nicole. 
 - 'I Slept Fine...' / Gain one point for corrupting Nicole.  Nicole will remember you 
tried lying to her about sleeping fine. 
 - 'I Didn't Slept Fine...' / Minus one point for corrupting Nicole.  Nicole will 
appreciate your honesty. 
  
 - 'I Think John Knows...' / Nicole will remember this and be more anxious.  Future 
dialogue differences. 
 - 'He's Only Suspicious Right Now...' Nicole will remember this and be more confident.  
Future dialogue differences. 

When Nicole asks you to leave, the story will split into two similar scenes but with slight 
changes in the dialogues depending on how much are your corruption points. 
If your corruption points for Nicole is 70 or higher, you will seduce Nicole by asking her help 
to change into your uniforms and have a more sexual/aggressive dialogues. 
 - Head Upstairs / You will continue Deal16 in the bathroom.  Gain two points for 
corrupting Nicole. 
 - Continue / You will continue Deal16 in the living room. 
If your corruption points for Nicole is 69 or lower, you will beg for a passionate kiss and have 
a more romantic/caring dialogues. 
 - Head Upstairs / You will continue Deal16 in the bathroom. 
 - Push Onto Nicole / You will continue Deal16 in the living room.  Gain two points for 
corrupting Nicole. 

  * * * (Deal16Livingroom) 
   You will kiss and push Nicole onto the sofa then recieve a blowjob. 
    - Go Into Missionary Position / You will start with Missionary 
style on the sofa and will lose to creampie/cum on her in this position. 
     - Continue Into Doggy Style / You will finish with 
Doggy. 
     - Make Nicole Earn Her Orgasm / You will finish with 
Cowgirl. 
    - Go Into Doggy Style Position / You will start with Doggystyle 
on the sofa and will lose to creampie/cum on her in this position. 
     - Continue Into Missionary Style / You will finish with 
Missionary. 
     - Make Nicole Earn Her Orgasm / You will finish with 
Cowgirl. 
   During this part, if you allowed Marilyn to watch, you will notice her 
at a nearby window and will proceed to act more aggressively. 
    - Creampie / Gain one point for Cumming Inside Nicole. 

  * * *(Deal16Bathroom) 
   You will rinse your face and then Nicole will shortly follow you after. 
    - Clarify Her Actions / Gain one point for corrupting Nicole. 
    - Kiss Her / Minus one point for corrupting Nicole. 

    - Pin Her Against The Wall From The Front / You still start with 
standing up sex then finish in doggystyle 
    - Pin Her Against The Wall From The Back / You still start with 
doggystle then finish in standing up sex 
    - Make Nicole Earn Her Orgasm / You will start and finish with 
Cowgirl 
   During this part, it does not matter if you allowed Marilyn to watch or 



not as she will not be present due to being in the showering unit 
   However, if you did allow her to be here, Marilyn will be upset with you 
later on. 
    - Creampie / Gain one point for Cumming Inside Nicole 

After sex, you both will settle down to catch your breath. 
Nicole will ask you to grab her a bottle of water from the kitchen. 
If your corruption points are 10 or lower, Nicole will kiss you before you leave to fetch her 
water. 
 - Grab One Water Bottle / You will share the water bottle with Nicole. 
 - Grab Two Water Bottle / You will drink your own water bottle 

 - Bring Up Her Cooked Meals / You will unlock an additional scene where you get to eat 
Nicole's cooking. 
     - 'You Look Absolutely Beautiful...' / Minus one point 
for corrupting Nicole. 
     - 'You Look So Sexy...' / Gain one point for corrupting 
Nicole. 

     - Follow Her / You will kill Nicole as she refills your 
bowl.  Gain one point for corrupting Nicole. 
     - Remain Put / Nicole will kiss you on the cheeks before 
she leaves you alone to finish eating.  Minus one point for corrupting Nicole. 
 - Drop The Fantasy / You will miss an additional scene where you get to eat Nicole's 
cooking. 
     - Approach Nicole One Last Time / You will kill Nicole 
as continues to do her laundry.  Gain two points for corrupting Nicole. 
     - Finish Dressing Up / Nicole will kiss you on the 
cheeks before she leaves.  Minus two points for corrupting Nicole. 

At Magic Grand when you are alone with John in your office, few dialogues will be different here 
and there depending if you call John 'Twisted' or not.  (Day 19) 
 - Avoid Answering Him / John will remember this option. 
 - Mention The School / John will remember this option. 

 - 'You Know Why I'm Here' / Future dialogue differences. 
 - 'What New Friend?' / Future dialogue differences. 
 - 'Don't Involve My Mother Into This' / Future dialogue differences.  John will remember 
mentioning your parents provokes you and will continue to. 

Once you're done talking with John, Nessa will come through to speak with you. 
Nessa will provide you Silvia's number and you will head off to Ry-Ry's Pizzeria. 

At Ry-Ry Pizzeria, you sit and wait patiently for Vicky and the ex owner, Ryan to meet up. 
Once they meet up, they will leave the room into the back. 
 - Follow Them / You will overhear the first half of the sexual moment between Vicky and 
Ryan.
   - Continue To Stay / You will overhear the second half of the sexual 
moment between Vicky and Ryan. 
 - Remain Put / You will hear and know nothing about Vicky and Ryan's sexual moment. 

Returning back to Magic Grand, you are either approached by or will approach Natiya at her desk. 
A short conversation happens and if you told Natiya that Nessa went to buy food during Day 18, 
she will talk about Nessa's weird behavior to you. 
 - 'I Am Not Sure Too' / Natiya will continue to be suspicious, but you will get an 
upcoming event in later updates. 
 - 'Maybe She Finds It Hard To Say Some Things To You' / Natiya will stop being 
suspicious, but you will lose an upcoming event in later updates. 
 - 'Perhaps You Are Over Thinking Things' / Natiya will continue to be suspicious, but 
you will get an upcoming event in later updates. 
If during Day 18 you said something else, this little conversation will not trigger. 

Vicky and Nessa comes out of John's office and depending on how you interacted with Vicky when 
you first met her at her place (Day 19), dialogues will be different. 
After a conversation, Vicky starts to blackmail you. 
 - Reverse Blackmail / Vicky will know that John sent you to spy on her and she will be 
unfriendly towards you.  Vicky will also return the money back to you. 
 - Mention Her Suspension / Vicky will not know that John had you spying on her, but 
she'll still be unfriendly towards you.  Vicky also continues to keep the money. 

At the convenience store, John takes his sweet time to eat his soft pretzel. 
If you stopped John from kissing Nicole in Day 19, John will press the pretzel onto his lips, 
provoking you. 



 - Mention Silvia / John will remember that you continue to talk about Silvia 

 - Tell The Truth / Vicky will be fired from Magic Grand and this will end their story.  
If you received money from Vicky, you will also present it to John. 
 - Lie To John / Vicky will not be fired from Magic Grand and this will not end their 
story.  Whether you got back the money from Vicky or not, you decide to hold onto it. 

After further conversation with John, he lies and repeats the same story he told you yesterday. 
Despite you doing your best to get more answers, John escapes when your phone rings and tells 
you to meet up with Abigail to deliver her sister. 
Before this scene is over, if you told the truth about Vicky to John AND returned the money, you 
will unlock an additional scene where John interacts with the cashier. 

While waiting for Abigail at the park, if you told her you compliment her breast(Day Eleven), 
touched her thighs(Day Eighteen), and read her notebook(Day Twenty), you will unlock a dialogue 
scene where you speak to Nanci's vase. 
 - Call Abigail / Abigail will get more bruises on her face.  Abigail's phone will be 
destroyed.  
 - Continue To Wait / Abigail will get less bruises on her face.  Abigail's phone will 
not be destroyed.  
 - Call Her Workplaces / If you choose this before picking 'Call Abigail' or 'Continue To 
Wait', you will learn that Abigail is fired from her nurse job. 

Coming into Beeman's room, you spot Abigail tied up to the wall. 
You try to untie her, but Beeman will stop you from helping her. 
The first QTE (Quick Time Event) will occur here, and whether you dodge it or not, dialogues 
will be slightly different. 
Depending if Chloe is your girlfriend or not, dialogues will be slightly different too. 
 - Play Dumb / Beeman will remember that you played dumb. 

After another conversation, you warn Beeman to back away as you go over to help Abigail. 
Enraged, a fight starts between you and Beeman. 

!!!! IMPORTANT !!!! 
When fighting with Beeman, every action/attack will be a QTE (Quick Time Event). 
There are two slightly different ways how this scene can go into. 
One; you fight Beeman with Abigail's help. 
Two; you fight Beeman by yourself. 
 * * * (Fight Beeman With Abigail's Help) 
  Successfully dodge Beeman's attack three times and hit him with glass bottles to 
ensure this path. 
   - Attack More / Repetitively punch Beeman in the head before helping 
Abigail.  Future dialogue difference. 
   - Go Rescue Abigail / Skip punching Beeman in the head and go straight 
to help Abigail.  Future dialogue difference. 
  But before you can help Abigail, Beeman wakes back up and grabs you by the neck. 
  Another QTE will occur and either successfully dodging Beeman's attack during 
this part or not will lead into the same result; MC getting grabbed. 
  Beeman will smash your body and pin your body down with his heavy mass, choking 
you. 
  At the last moment, before you appear to take your final breath, Abigail kicks a 
bottle underneath Beeman's and he slips by it. 

 * * * (Fight Beeman By Yourself) 
  Fail the QTE at any time and Beeman will grab you by the neck and gain 
advantage.
  Beeman will smash your body and pin your body down with his heavy mass, choking 
you. 
   - Punch Him / You will punch Beeman six times before giving up. 
  At the last moment, before you appear to take your final breath, you smack 
Beeman with his decorative object and knock him out. 

Depending on which path you take, your conversation with Abigail will be different. 
 - Flirt / Slight future dialogue difference, and Abigail will remember you flirted with 
her. 
 - Don't Flirt / Slight future dialogue differences. 

As you're able to leave Beeman's place; Beeman approaches once again to stop you, but this time 
with a gun in hand. 
Beeman knocks you down and Abigail resorts to returning her sister back for your safety. 
Beeman then leaves with Nanci's vase, and you carry Abigail into your car. 

At Abigail's hotel, you start cleaning her bruises up using a clean rag. 
Abigail reassures you that Nanci will return and wants to make a promise that it'll happen. 



 - Promise Her / Abigail will remember that you promised her, and she'll feel more 
relief. 
 - Remain Quiet / Abigail will remember that you did not promise her, and she'll feel 
less relief. 

 - She Suicide / Abigial is pleased that you remember her sister's story. 
 - An Accident / Abigail is upset that you didn't remember her sister's story. 
 - Sickness / Abigail is upset that you didn't remember her sister's story. 

 - Be Sarcastic / Abigail will remember that you made her laugh 

 - Don't Overreact / You will not blow up in front of Abigail.  Future dialogue 
differences. 
 - Question Abigail's Childish Joke / You will blow up in front of Abigail, scaring her 
in the process.  Future dialogue differences. 

As you step out to grab ice, the game's perspective will change into Nicole as she prepares 
clothes for the date tomorrow morning. 
Then, she'll get a flashback to the night when she and John returned back from the dinner (Day 
Nineteen).
Depending if she's wearing the green panty or not on day 19, dialogues will be slightly 
different.

The game's perspective returns back to MC and you're aiding Abigail with ice packs. 
 - Apologize For Your Behavior / Dialogues will be slightly different depending if you 
blew up earlier or not, but Abigail will notice that you apologize first. 
 - Remain Quiet / Dialogues will be slightly different depending if you blew up earlier 
or not. 
 - Take Yourself Into The Bathroom / Dialogues will be slightly different depending if 
you blew up earlier or not. 

A deeper conversation occurs, and depending if you called Abigail earlier or not at the park, 
dialogues will be different. 
 You will ONLY get these options if you didn't call for Abigail. 
  - Tell A Lie / You will tell the truth that Nanci's vase cracked to Abigail. 
  - Tell The Truth / You will hide that Nanci's vase cracked from Abigail. 
 You will ONLY get this option if you're able to have a short moment with Nanci's vase 
earlier at the park. 
  - Flirt / Abigail will remember that you flirted with her.  Future dialogue 
differences. 

Then shortly, a knock is heard from the front door. 
Upon opening the door, Nicole is standing outside. 
If your corruption points for Nicole is 19 or lower, Nicole will come up to you and embrace your 
injuries. 
Nicole comes inside and helps tend to your injuries. 
 - 'Never Been Better' / Gain one point for corrupting Nicole 
 - 'You're Not Purposely Hurting Me, Are You?' / Minus one point for corrupting Nicole 

 - 'Where's Your Family?' / Different conversation 
 - 'What Made You Come Out?' / Different conversation 

 - Tease Nicole / Gain one point for corrupting Nicole 
 - Be Serious / Minus one point for corrupting Nicole 

Seeing that Abigail is asleep, you take Nicole outside to explain what you went through. 
During this whole scene, if you watched the stars with Nicole at Little Big Pond (Day 
Seventeen), you'll have more of a sweeter conversation with Nicole. 
 - 'Are You Cold?' / Minus one point for corrupting Nicole 
 - 'Are You Upset?' / Gain one point for corrupting Nicole 

 - 'I Won't...' / Future dialogue differences, may alter some scenes.  Nicocle will 
remember you gave her your words. 
 - '...I Can't Promise You That' / Future dialogue differences, may alter some scenes.  
Nicocle will remember you didn't give her your words. 

 - Get Sexual / You will get Deal17. 
    - 'It's Not The Most Comfortable Place...' / Minus one point for 
corrupting Nicole 
    - 'C'mon, Your Turn Now' / Gain one point for corrupting Nicole 

    - Tell Her About The Pain / Nicole will not be aware of her 
weight.  Future dialogues differences. 
    - Hide The Pain / Nicole will mistakenly be aware of her weight 



that's causing you pain.  Future dialogues differences. 

    - Cum Inside / Gain one point for cumming inside Nicole. 
   After cumming, Nicole will briefly rest on your chest. 
   However, if you cum inside Nicole during this part, two different 
outcome will be played 
    If you watched the stars with Nicole at Little Big Pond (Day 
Seventeen), Nicole will kiss you on the lips despite cumming inside her. 
    If you didn't, Nicole will jab your bruise with your finger for 
cumming inside her. 
 - Let Her Go / You will not get Deal17. 

Before parting ways, either from Deal17 or not, you will get these three options to choose from. 
 - 'I Look Forward For Tomorrow's Date' / You and Nicole will remember this phrase. 
 - 'Don't Be Late Tomorrow' / You and Nicole will remember this phrase. 
 - 'I'll See You Tomorrow As Planned' You and Nicole will remember this phrase. 

Nicole leaves, and the game's perspective then changes to Abigail as she flashbacks about her 
younger days with Gavin. 
After the flashback sequence, the perspective returns back to you. 
A short conversation occurs and you provide Abigail food to eat. 
If Abigail introduced you to the shish kebabs during Day Eleven, you'll bring Abigail some. 
If not, you'll just bring her some cold convenience store food, to which she laughs.  

Leaving Abigail to herself, you return home and the perspective changes to Nicole as she returns 
home.
Nicole is confronted by John. 
Shortly into the conversation, John reveals his manhood and wishes Nicole and him to be husband 
and wife again. 

----- End of the latest update 

************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************* 

I hope that this walkthrough can be understandable. If there's any question regarding the 
walkthrough or anything in general about the game feel free to message me at 
OfficialOrbOrigin@hotmail or drop a message here on my Patreon page.  
     - From OrbOrigin 


